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ABSTRACT
 Feature recognition is a critical sub-discipline of CAD/CAM that focuses on the 
design and implementation of algorithms for automated identification of manufacturing 
features. The development of feature recognition methods has been active for more than 
two decades for academic research. However, in this domain, there are still many 
drawbacks that hinder its practical applications, such as lack of robustness, inability to 
learn, limited domain of features, and computational complexity. The most critical one is 
the difficulty of recognizing interacting features, which arises from the fact that feature 
interactions change the boundaries that are indispensable for characterizing a feature. 
This research presents a feature recognition method based on 2D convolutional neural 
networks (CNNs). First, a novel feature representation scheme based on heat kernel 
signature is developed. Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) is a concise and efficient pointwise 
shape descriptor. It can present both the topology and geometry characteristics of a 3D 
model. Besides informative and unambiguity, it also has advantages like robustness of 
topology and geometry variations, translation, rotation and scale invariance. To be 
inputted into CNNs, CAD models are discretized by tessellation. Then, its heat 
persistence map is transformed into 2D histograms by the percentage similarity clustering 
and node embedding techniques. 
A large dataset of CAD models is built by randomly sampling for training the CNN 
models and validating the idea. The dataset includes ten different types of isolated 
v	
features and fifteen pairs of interacting features. The results of recognizing isolated 
features have shown that our method has better performance than any existing ANN 
based approaches. Our feature recognition framework offers the advantages of learning 
and generalization. It is independent of feature selection and could be extended to various 
features without any need to redesign the algorithm. The results of recognizing 
interacting features indicate that the HKS feature representation scheme is effective in 
handling the boundary loss caused by feature interactions. The state-of-the-art 
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A “feature” is one of the most common and indispensable notions in computer-
aided design and other engineering activities in industry. It is a necessary mean for 
capturing expert knowledge accomplishments, and ensuring an advanced information 
flow from early design stage to all phases within the product lifecycle (Marchetta 2010). 
However, mainstream CAD systems mainly focus on creating geometric shapes by 
Boolean operations with a set of CAD features, and the notion of manufacturing 
characteristics are mostly not involved. For example, a cylindrical protrusion is a 
common feature in CAD, but it cannot be a single manufacturing feature in machining 
circumstance. Features specify a design at a higher level of description than engineering 
drawing or CAD models. They characterize the engineering significance in terms of 
mathematical form, which facilitate the automation of engineering activities. In addition, 
it can provide a high-level interface for CAD systems. Using the notion of feature, 
designers can modify the shape configuration in CAD models by setting corresponding 
parameter values. Features also can be deemed as a communication medium between 
design and manufacturing. With the use of features, parameterized shape information 
from CAD models can directly support the manufacturing planning in a CAM system 
(Langerak 2007). 
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Feature recognition is a process that captures and refines expert knowledge for 
downstream engineering activities. Feature recognition techniques are helpful to 
engineering since CAD model cannot be used directly by these engineering analysis and 
decision-making systems, since CAD models lack high-level geometrical or topological 
entities that are meaningful for these systems (Dimov 2007). Therefore, the key actions 
occurring in feature recognition are translating the low-level geometric entities from the 
CAD models into a set of appropriate “features” with inherent attributes related to design 
intent and manufacturing functions (Jones 2006, Wong 2000). Although many different 
definitions have been given, the nature of a feature is a higher-level description of the 
design than traditional drawing or CAD models. It characterizes the engineering 
significance of designs in term of mathematical descriptions of surface or volume.  
There is also another way to realize the translation between the design intent and 
manufacturing features, which is the design-by-feature (DBF) approach. In this method, 
product models are formed by selecting features from a predefine feature library, which is 
accommodated not to the functional meaning, but to the manufacturing constraints. 
However, the disadvantages make it less competitive than feature recognition. For 
example, it limits the designer’s creativity and requires them to have a clear awareness of 
a particular production environment (Dimov 2007); and it is difficult to include all 
manufacturing features in reality. In addition, even during the design process with DBF, 
due to feature interactions, feature recognition and validation techniques are still needed 
for checking whether the new added features would affect the validity of existing feature 
(Pratt 1991,Yeol Lee 1998).	
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1.2 RESEARCH MOTIVATION 
Feature recognition is a critical sub-discipline of CAD/CAM that focuses on the 
design and implementation of algorithms for detecting engineering significance from 
CAD models (Han 2000). It can be considered as a necessary and fundamental 
component to automate and integrate design and downstream applications such as 
engineering analysis (Gupta 1994, Regli 1994), optimization (Allada 1995, Yildiz 2003), 
design validation (Han 2001), manufacturing planning (Lin 1998, Marefat 1992, Narang 
1996, Wang 1993) or DFX consideration (Fu 2003, Nasr 2006), etc. Economically 
speaking, feature recognition techniques can facilitate the various engineering tasks so as 
to dramatically reduce the total life cycle of the product development (Nasr 2006, Meeran 
2003). Moreover, it can meet the needs of different abstractions of the same product for 
corresponding development levels and activities during product lifecycle (Marchetta 
2010). 
At first glance, recognizing features looks like an easy task since the geometric 
features in CAD models seem apparent to human eyes. However, analyzing spatial 
objects visually is a natural-born skill for humans, with a superior brain capability in 
spatial reasoning (Joshi 1990). Therefore, the automatic recognition by computer is a 
tough problem. Specifically, features are more difficult to characterize than to recognize. 
Humans can identify features even if the feature characterization and classification 
remain intuitive and fuzzy, but computers need an unambiguous mathematical 
characterization that can be carried out by algorithm (Jiao 2002). In consideration of the 
topology and geometry variations, the feature definition could be inexhaustible, not to 
mention the troublesome feature interactions.  
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The development of feature recognition methods has been active for more than 
two decades for academic research. In this field, various feature recognition systems have 
been developed, such as logic rules, graph-based, volume decomposition, hint-based, 
neural network, and hybrid approaches. However, there are still drawbacks that hinder its 
practical applications, such as lack of robustness, inability to learn, limited domain of 
features, and computational complexity. The most critical one is the difficulty of 
recognizing interacting features, which arises from the fact that feature interactions 
change the descriptions of a predefined feature, while most feature recognition methods 
require an explicit and unique definition to characterize a feature.  
Nowadays, advances in artificial intelligence technology have encouraged efforts 
to replace knowledge reasoning systems in problems with exponential complexity, 
uncertainty, inconsistency, and interaction of various knowledge. Machine learning is the 
area that is making most of the progress in artificial intelligence. Taking the advantage of 
the robustness of machine learning, our research is going to challenge the feature 
interaction problem. 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW 
The objectives of this research are to develop a novel feature recognition system 
and validate it on manufacturability analysis for additive manufacturing models. Chapter 
2 gives a literature review of feature recognition methods. Crucial aspects and 
methodologies are discussed in great detail to find out how the research in this field has 
progressed. Chapter 3 details the feature representation that we proposed for feature 
recognition based on artificial neural network. Chapter 4 introduces the methodology and 
architecture of our feature recognition system. Chapter 5 presents the efforts that we 
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make to solve the feature interaction problem. Chapter 6 presents the validation of feature 
recognition method on manufacturability analysis for additive manufacturing (AM). We 
defined five key manufacturing constraints for AM processing technology. Several 
example parts are designed to demonstrate the feasibility of applying the feature 
recognition method for identification of manufacturing constraints. Chapter 7 discusses 






Feature recognition systems typically have three basic modules (Wu 1996): (1) 
Feature definition, (2) Feature representation, and (3) Feature recognition mechanism. 
The feature definition module is intended to decompose the feature space into a number 
of expected classes. Each class denotes some specific needs for the downstream 
engineering tasks. The conditions for defining a class are generally described by a set of 
elements in a representation scheme, usually by sampling some typical examples and 
characterizing them. In the feature representation module, the low-level geometric 
information is converted into high-level form with geometric and topological attributes to 
facilitate the feature searching/matching. In the feature recognition mechanisms, features 
are first extracted by certain separation rules for further analysis. For example, in a graph-
based approach, the graph of a part can be divided into subgraphs based on edge 
convexity. Then the corresponding recognition techniques that are compatible with the 
feature representation schemes would be developed. Finally, the recognition phase 
identifies the semantics of the feature. 
In the following sections, these three modules are discussed in sequence. The 
main goal of this chapter is to conduct a critical review of the development of these 
recognition methods with their strengths and weaknesses. In the perspective of further 
research, the discussion will focus on feature representation and the ability to handle 
feature interaction problem. 
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2.1 DEFINITION OF FEATURES 
Feature is a necessary tool of engineers for geometric and semantic reasoning 
about shapes. Because of their wide use, it is also probably the most diversely defined 
notion. There has not been a universal and consensus definition found within the 
academic or research community (Babić 2011). These definitions are basically based on 
the specific needs and interest of the researchers. In general, they can be generally 
classified into two main categories: implicit and explicit. 
2.1.1 Implicit Definition 
The implicit definition of feature, which is known as form feature in most cases, 
gives a conceptual feeling about a certain pattern of the part. It could be comprehensive 
and inclusive, but cannot be implemented directly. From a broad perspective, (Wilson 
1985) named such “a region of interest on the surface of a part” as form feature, which is 
useful in various applications. (Sakurai 1988) detailed this concept as “a single face or a 
set of connected face with certain characteristic combinations of topology and geometry.” 
(Gindy 1989) defined feature as “local geometric entities” and form feature as “a shape 
pattern with some significance” and claimed that representing feature greatly depends on 
the application. Thereafter, many similar definitions were proposed in the research of 
feature recognition, and they all involved “shape,” “characteristics,” “significances” and 
“applications,” such as (Vandenbrande 1993, Shah 1995, Shah 2001, Fu 2003, Verma 
2004, Nasr 2006, Dimov 2007). 
2.1.2 Explicit Definition 
In order to be applicable for various downstream engineering activities, the 
implicit definitions have to be decomposed into certain subclasses depending upon their 
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intended applications, such as design feature, manufacturing feature, assembly features, 
and analysis features (Pratt 1993). This classification is also a further clarification about 
the domain characteristics that researches want to recognize. Therefore, the definitions of 
various types of explicit features are proposed. For example, from the viewpoint of shape 
modeling, features can be defined as a collection of modeling primitives, which are 
parameterized by topological and/or geometric variables (Gindy 1989, Prabhakar 1992, 
Martin 2005). While considering applicable to feature recognition, features are defined 
based on the characteristic patterns in topology and geometry, such as orthogonal/non-
orthogonal, polyhedral/cylindrical, interior/exterior, convex/concave, surface/volume 
feature and so on (Narang 1996, Wong 2000, Lam 2000, Fu 2003). The Figure 2. 1 is an 
example of sub-classification of form features. (Harik 2018) presented a viewpoint 
modeling of Automated Fiber Placement (AFP) defects. AFP is a composites’ 
manufacturing technique, and the features/defects were presented from the view point of 
(1) anticipation of certain manufacturing constraints, (2) existence and ability to inspect 
them, (3) significance and their influence on the part integrity and finally (4) progression 
and how they would influence failure propagation. 
In existing feature recognition systems, the definition normally includes a shape 
representation and a parametric representation. Therefore, the feature would be a precise 
description on a specific shape so that it can be represented in a computational form and 
recognized algorithmically on a computer (Wu 1996). To be robust and avoid ambiguity, 
this kind of definition should include the minimal set of necessary conditions that classify 
a feature uniquely (Joshi 1988). These conditions are extracted from the particular 
characteristics of topological and geometric information and form a representation 
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scheme of the feature boundary. For instance, (Gindy 1989) describes the features using 
five geometric conditions: protrusion/depression, the number of tool accessible directions 
from which a feature can be machined, through or not, boundary perimeter and boundary 
geometry. Nine different features are given in the literature. Moreover, a secondary class 
can be defined by indicating the perimeter geometry, such as square pocket, cylinder hole, 
and dovetail slot and so on. The methods for proposing feature representation scheme 
will be discussed in the next section. 
 
 
Figure 2. 1: Hierarchy of Form Feature (Nasr 2006). 
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2.1.3 Manufacturing features 
Manufacturing feature is the most common objective of feature recognition. It 
associates the definition of geometrical feature with its manufacturing process (Harik 
2008). Specifically, it represents a set of solid geometric spaces in the part that are 
generally manufactured by shape-forming or material-removing processes, such as 
machining feature, milling feature, forging feature, casting feature and so on. They are 
widely used for manufacturability analysis and process planning activities such as the 
configuration of work piece holding, choice of machines and cutting tools, and planning 
of the machining operations (Li 2002, Harik 2007).  
Among manufacturing features, the most discussed one is machining feature, 
though there are several implementations of feature recognition techniques in other 
manufacturing domains, such as sheet metal stamping (Lentz 1993, Chen 1998, Sunil 
2008), moulding (Marquez 1999, Lockett 2005), additive manufacturing (Shi 2018), 
forging and casting (Kailash 2001). In its early stage, the definition was only a simple 
description of the relationship between feature and machining process. For example, it 
was defined as a sequence of connected surfaces generated by material removing 
processes in (Choi 1984). Along the development of feature recognition technique, the 
definitions became more specific as it was seen that the corresponding volume might be 
removed by a single or a sequence of operations, because of the demand for the 
application to process planning (Wu 1996). In addition, (Narang 1996) defines the solid 
geometric space as primary feature, and the removed geometric space around or in the 
primary feature as secondary feature. (Fu 2003) defined the stock volume as a bounding 
box: “the minimal volume of a cubic block containing the designed part.” Then the 
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volume in the definition of machining feature becomes the “difference between the 
bounding box and the designed part.” (Woo 2002) gave a more rigorous definition of 
machining feature, which includes three conditions: 
1. It is contained in the delta volume, which refers to the volumetric difference 
between the raw stock and the final part. 
2. It can be removed from the work-piece by one machining operation with a 3-
axis machining center. One machining operation is defined as a movement of 
one cutter in one setup without retracting from the work-piece. 
3. Its removal creates a portion of the part’s surface without destroying the part.  
STEP AP 224 (International Organization for Standardisation) is an ISO STEP 
application protocol to specify the manufacturing information for process planning in 
terms of manufacturing features. In the standard, manufacturing features are defined as 
shape representations that describe volumes of materials that shall be removed from a 
part by machining or shall result from machining. From the manufacturing viewpoint, AP 
224 provides a universal feature library with technological attributes attached, and a 
systematic feature classification scheme including four types of feature: machining 
features, transition feature, replicate feature and compound feature. Figure 2.2 shows 
some examples of the 16 machining features defined in AP 224. 
2.1.4 Transition features 
Transition features are special surface features generated by trimming and 
blending edges or releasing vertices in the part boundary. The trimming and blending of 
edges or releasing vertex operations converts the edges or vertices in a part into the 
corresponding surfaces, and these surfaces or their combinations constitute the transition 
12 
features (Fu 2003). These features, namely fillet, chamfer and round (Figure 2.3), are 
essentially existing everywhere in the real-world mechanical parts, guaranteeing the 





Figure 2.2: Eight examples of machining feature in STEP AP 224. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Transition Features. 
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With a large amount of small transition features, the shape of a CAD model 
becomes complicated, and the geometric and topological representation of the part 
changes. Similar to interacting features, because of boundary variations, transition 
features bring troubles for the extraction and decomposition complex features into 
primitive volumetric features. Moreover, when transition features interact with volume 
features, although the general shape of the primary features may not be affected, the 
situation for feature recognition may become even worse.  
In CAD modeling, transition features are also referred to as secondary features 
because they are only used to modify the boundary condition of the primary features such 
as holes, slots and pockets. In fact, they are not the key intentions for neither the design 
and manufacturing. Thus, it is desirable to suppress these features without affecting the 
primary features to facilitate feature recognition. In addition, the fillets and rounds 
produce many small non-linear surfaces such as cylindrical, spherical and toroidal 
surfaces, which are unnecessary to finite element analysis (FEA), but prolong the FEA 
mesh generation time, and impair the FEA mesh quality. Therefore, in order to improve 
the efficiency and the accuracy of FEA, the CAD mesh model simplification should 
suppress the detailed features on the mesh without any changes to the rest (Gao 2010).  
The transition features in machining parts are not difficult to be extracted, 
especially when we can assume that they have curved surfaces in the part. A 
representative approach was proposed by (Zhu 2002) to simplify B-Rep models by 
automatic fillet/round suppressing. The fillet/round features are identified based on 
topological characteristics, then fillets and rounds are replaced by edges using 
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incremental knitting method. Nevertheless, only constant-radius fillet and rounds are 
tested in this work. 
2.1.5 Feature Interaction 
If the boundaries of different volumetric features intersect, they together can be 
defined as interacting features (Gao 1998). It is acknowledged as the most critical issue in 
the field of feature recognition. The ability to handle interacting features has been an 
informal benchmark for a feature recognition system (Verma 2010). On one hand, 
interacting features is a major challenge in the development of feature recognition 
approaches with robustness (Li 2003), especially for popular feature recognition methods 
such as graph-based and hint-based feature recognition, which rely on tracing the typical 
topological characteristics. Because difficulties of recognizing interacting features arise 
from the fact that part or all of the boundaries are destroyed or divided into several 
segments, and the characteristics of pre-defined features is missing (Narang 1996). 
On the other hand, interacting features have to be further broken down to 
primitive features so that they can be used by downstream engineering activities. For 
most feature recognition techniques, the feature definition has to be explicit and unique. 
However, a complex interacting feature could have multiple interpretations, in other 
words, the feature can be decomposed in different ways. In that case, it is even a tough 
task for human intuition. The ambiguity caused by multiple interpretations is never been 
perfectly resolved. Figure 2.4 describes an example of multiple interpretations of 




Figure 2.4: Multiple sets of feature interpretation (Woo 2002). 
The most adapted definition of volumetric feature interactions is provided by 
(Gao 1998). As shown in Figure 2.5, from the point view of topology, the six types of 
interaction only involve three classes of topological variations: merging of faces, loss of 
concave edges, and splitting of faces. Nevertheless, in (Langerak 2007), the interactions 
are viewed based on faces. Three different types of interaction are taken into definition: 
(1) one feature sits on top of another feature, so all or part of a face for both features is 
missing. (2) Both features have the same base surface and their areas overlap. In this case, 
the part of the base surface where the areas intersect is influenced by parameters from 
both features. (3) Both features have the same base surface, but their areas do not overlap. 




Figure 2.5: Examples of different types of feature interactions (Gao 1998).  
However, for these existing solutions of feature interaction, only the cases of two 
orthogonal features interacting are considered. When more features interact together, it is 
not possible to define the interacting patterns for each and every conceivable feature 
interaction. Not to mention the non-orthogonal and freeform features can interact in 
infinite ways and create irregular volumes, which is almost impossible to be recovered 
using the remaining geometry.  
2.2 FEATURE REPRESENTATION 
Traditionally, engineers use engineering drawings to convey information about 
the part’s shape, geometry, and other key attributes necessary for successful 
manufacturing of the part (Joshi 1990). The current generation of CAD systems places 
emphasis on creating complex surfaces and solids by Boolean operations with a library of 
primitive shapes to increase the productivity of the designer. However, the information 
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stored in the model is at a primitive level in the form of basic geometric entities and 
topology (Verma 2004). It does not represent the notion of features explicitly, and is not 
applicable to the downstream engineering activities.  
Feature representation is an essential component for feature recognition systems. 
It is a translation from the low-level geometric entities to those interested in high-level 
description of functional shapes. Feature recognition is the process of identifying 
expected patterns of geometric entities, corresponding to particular engineering 
significances in part models (Allada 1995). Therefore, the basic task of feature 
recognition system is searching common high-level information, which can be used to 
classify the geometric patterns/features, from the set of lower-level entities of a part 
model (Ranjan 2005).  
Most of existing feature recognition approaches recognize features by matching 
the entities composing a feature, together with their interrelationships, against certain 
predefined set of rules or templates. The idea for building such a set (library) of feature 
templates is following a “sampling-and-characterization” process. That is, typical feature 
classes are first sampled as templates and their common characteristics are summarized 
subsequently in a designed feature representation scheme. 
Common high-level information is the characteristic attributes of topological, 
geometrical and hierarchical information about the part. The topological information 
describes the connectivity and associativity between the entities. There are 25 kinds of 
adjacency relationships, and each one has a unique ordered pair of topological entities 
(Weiler 1986). The geometrical information specifies the dimension and location of each 
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topological element. Using the chosen characteristic attributes, we can describe, classify 
and map the features in a representation scheme.  
The topological, geometrical and hierarchical information derived from the CAD 
model is the basis for representing features. They can be divided into three levels (Yuen 
1999). The highest level are topological data that refer to information about the 
hierarchical and adjacency between pairs of vertices, edges, faces, etc. The next level is 
coarse geometry data that regards to the specific attributes of vertices, faces and edges 
(e.g. concave, convex, smooth). The lowest level is fine geometry data such as angles, 
dimensions, tolerances, etc. The pattern of combining these three levels to represent 
features is what we call representation scheme. The choice and utilization of the 
information is the key to the development of a feature recognizer. This leads to the 
emerging of various methods of feature representation. (Pratt 1990) introduced the 
concept of implicit and explicit feature representations. For explicit representation, a full 
geometric shape needs to be defined, while in implicit representation, minimal constraints 
are collected to define the feature, but other information would be computed when 
needed. For example, (Gindy 1989) defines the feature library by five geometric 
attributes: protrusion/depression, external access direction, exit status, boundary 
perimeter and boundary geometry. 
From the CAD point of view, there are three types of representation schemes: 2D 
wireframe model, surface model, volumetric model. Table 2.1 shows comparisons of 
different types of representation schemes (Subrahmanyam 1995). 
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2.2.1 Wireframe Representation Scheme 
Wireframe representation is composed of points, lines and curves that constitute 
the edge boundaries of parts. It is easy to use at low computational cost; however, it 
suffers from problems that are associated with informational incompleteness, ambiguity 
in solid information, limitation to complex shape. These problems also lead to subsequent 
development of 3-D modelling. 
In spite of their limitations, feature recognition based on 2D wireframe models 
has been explored in the past. Most existing design parts were in the form of 2D drawings 
before the 1980’s. In order to handle these legacy product models, these approaches 
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mostly were realized based on the research of objects reconstruction from orthographic 
projections (Shah 1995). For example, (Meeran 1993) demonstrated that it is possible to 
recognize features from 2D drawings by detecting the relationship between line segments 
and arcs. (Liu 1994) used the divide-and-conquer strategy to extract the vertex-edge data 
from 2D engineering drawings. Then, a set of rules were developed to match the possible 
loop patterns of decomposed vertex-edge graphs with a feature library of orthographic 
projections. (Tyan 1998) deems the feature recognition techniques based on a 3D model 
are complex; in consideration of the need for feature recognition for legacy drawings, 
they converted 2D drawings into 2.5D subparts first. Next five geometric attributes are 
defined in (Gindy 1989) and analyzed for isolated features, as  well as matched with a 
feature library. However, there are crucial limitations for 2D feature recognition methods, 
such as limited to simple, uniform-thickness, specific and non-interacting features. 
2.2.2 Surface and Volume Representation Schemes 
Surface representation describes the feature by a collection of boundary faces 
(and possibly edges and vertices) that are created by machining operations. It was 
designed to address the ambiguity problem and was easier to understand than wireframe 
models. They can be converted into a graph structure including the faces and their 
connecting edges for better manipulation. A complete surface model also can be called 
solid models because they completely describe the connectivity of surfaces of the solid 
objects and how they form completely closed and connected volumes (De Floriani 1988).  
Volumetric representation describes an object as a sets of primitive volumes. It 
was designed for extending feature concepts to general machining volumes that are 
associated with particular machining operations, because machining process is more 
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easily described volumetrically. There are mainly two types solid modelling techniques: 
Boundary Representation (B-Rep) and Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). In a B-rep 
model, features can be represented in either of these two schemes, whereas in a CSG 
model, features are always represented as volumes. Figure 2. 6 shows a part along with 
the two types of feature representations, a surface and a volumetric scheme. 
	
 
Figure 2. 6: (a) solid model, (b) surface feature representation, (c) volumetric feature  
representation (Xu 2009). 
Volumetric representation can solve certain feature interactions problems to some 
extent. Feature interactions can both create and destroy the boundary elements, which 
affect the features’ topology more than their geometry. In a surface representation 
scheme, the topology variations are difficult to eliminate, especially for totally 
disappeared faces and edges. However, in volume representation scheme, interacting 
features can be considered as overlapped volumes. Therefore, by volume decomposition 
method, the overlapped volumes can be combined with adjacent volumes in different 
ways to generate possible interpretations of the interaction. 
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2.2.3 Boundary Representation (B-Rep) 
B-Rep is an explicit representation of the solid; it describes the geometry and 
topology in terms of its boundaries, including the vertices, edges, and surfaces. These 
basic geometric entities are low-level information and convenient for recognition 
algorithms to act upon, hence it is extensively used in the field of feature recognition (Li 
2003). 
In a B-Rep model, vertices are zero-dimensional entities. They are the intersection 
boundaries of edges, carrying with the angle, connectivity and associativity between 
edges. Edges are one-dimensional entities. They constitute the wireframe of a solid model 
and are the intersection boundaries of two adjacent surfaces (Fu 2003), taking the 
curvature and convexity between faces. Faces are formed by a loop of edges. They form 
the border and envelop the volume of the part. The attributes of a face include the face 
properties (planar face/surface, machining face/stock face), the boundary enclosure box 
of the face, the closeness of the face and the adjacent faces (Li 2003). The basic concept 
of convexity/concavity of the edges was first introduced by (Kyprianou 1980). 
Convexity/concavity is a fundamental characteristic of polyhedral objects that allows 
some effective solutions of geometric problems. A complete description on convexity and 
concavity of faces, edges and loops in the solid model can be found in (Xu 1998) and (Fu 




Figure 2. 7: Convex, concave and neutral edges. 
B-rep is an outstanding scheme with attractive properties such as applicability, 
sensitivity, and precision. However, it describes the parts at a low level, resulting in a 
lack of conciseness and efficacy (De Floriani 1988). Moreover, B-rep is not the unique 
representation of shapes, since the boundaries of object can be grouped into different sets. 
In order to apply the feature notions, the primitive entities in B-rep have to be combined 
into an object representation having a unique topological description, but different 
geometries. These problems lead to the development of the graph-based model. As shown 
in Figure 2. 8, a 3D solid model in a B-rep scheme can be considered a graph structure 
(Chuang 1990). Each node in the B-rep is labelled as numbered topological entities such 




Figure 2. 8: A boundary representation example of a blind hole feature 
(Abouel Nasr 2006). 
2.2.4 Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) 
CSG models describes a part by Boolean expressions and rigid motions of solid 
primitives, and the topology and geometry are stored in an implicit way and need to be 
calculated from the set of solid primitives. The standard primitives are the parallelepiped 
(block), the triangular prism, the sphere, the cylinder, the cone and the torus (Hofmann 
1989). (Lee 1987) introduced the CSG tree, in which the whole part is represented by a 
tree whose nodes are the solid primitives, as well as Boolean operations on these 
primitives. Figure 2. 9 shows an example of the CSG tree. One major advantage of the 
CSG tree is that the nodes and features may be easily modified and arranged by order of 
construction or destruction (Jones 2006). However, the CSG tree suffers from implicit 




Figure 2. 9:  A CSG tree of a solid model (Emmanuel 2004). 
2.2.5 Graph-based Representation Scheme 
Due to the advantage of a clear separation between topological and geometric 
entities, boundary representation of the part can be conveniently transformed into graph-
based representation scheme. In a graph-based model, the relationship among pairs of 
primitive topological entities are explicitly represented in a hierarchy of relational models, 
in which the root corresponds to the main object entity and other tree nodes provide a 
graph-based representation of deduced information (Falcidieno 1987, De Floriani 1988). 
It allows for a better understanding of the topological structure of an object, and also 
facilitates the development of feature recognition technology. Figure 2. 10 draws a 
timeline of the development of the graph-based representation scheme. 
(Ansaldi 1985) proposed the edge-face graph (EFG) be based on the adjacency 
between faces and edges. In EFG, the nodes represent the faces and the arcs the edges of 
the corresponding object. The total graph explicitly represents the faces of an object and 
their mutual adjacency relations. (Ansaldi 1985) further developed EFG by adding a 
dashed arc representing vertices connectivity. The new graph was named face adjacency 
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hyper-graph (FAG). It becomes a complete description of the hierarchical graph structure 
of an object, in which the nodes correspond to the object faces, and the arcs and dashed 
arcs represent relationships among faces induced by the edges and vertices. On the base 
of FAG, (De Floriani 1988) developed hierarchical face adjacency hypergraph (HFAH), 
in which faces are clustered as shapes according to the adjacency relations and can be 
organized into a hierarchical form. However, this method was not capable of classifying 
complex and interacting features. In order to easily define features, (Chuang 1990) 
proposed a labelled graph representation scheme based on vertex-edge graph (VEG), in 
which both vertices and edges are labelled by convexity.  
 
 
Figure 2. 10: The timeline of graph representation development. 
Among various graph representation schemes, the most popular is attributed 
adjacency graph (AAG), introduced by (Joshi 1988). It is the basis for numerous 
subsequent approaches inclusively known as graph-based methods (Rahmani 2007). As 
shown in Figure 2. 11, AAG is a graph whose nodes are faces, arcs are edges 
corresponding to face adjacencies, and arc attributes account for the edge convexity. In 
the literature, AAG is then decomposed to its sub-graphs by removing all of its nodes 
which are surrounded by convex edges. The resulting sub-graphs are analyzed to 
determine their feature types with the aid of feature template graphs. This work only 
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considered 2.5D polyhedral parts with predefined feature interactions, and it was 
computationally intensive. In addition, no face adjacency relationship was developed for 
interacting features. Nevertheless, it inspired a large amount of successive work. 
 
 
Figure 2. 11: The AAG examples of slot and hole (Kamrani 2010). 
To better support feature recognition, researchers keep looking for a higher level 
of abstraction. (Marefat 1990) proposed the cavity graph, which is similar to the AAG but 
with the face node labelled by its orientation direction. They also introduced the concept 
of virtual link to help recognize interacting features. (Corney 1991) introduced the 
concept of aspect vector (tool approach direction for machining the feature) to extend 
EFG and named the new graph as aspect face edge graph (AFEG). (Laakko 1993) 
extended AAG by adding curved surface node and developed surface-based attributed 
adjacency graph (SAAG). (Fields 1994) developed oriented face adjacency graph (OFAG) 
based on FAG by adding two labels to the arcs, one indicating whether the adjacency is 
convex or concave, the other describing whether the adjacency is interior or exterior with 
respect to one of the faces. (Qamhiyah 1996) proposed a loop adjacency hyper graph 
(LAHG) where a node represents a loop and arcs denote the edges with attributes of 
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convexity. This method focused on extracting the features from polyhedral parts by 
tracing their effect on changing the basic shape of an object. They classified features as 
surface, edge, vertex, mixed and global. (Yang 1996) introduced the constraint 
satisfaction concept to graph matching and proposed constraint graph where added the 
perpendicularity, opposite and unifiable relationships between non-adjacent faces in the 
part by labelling the arcs.  
(Venuvinod 1994, 1995,Yuen 1999) developed the Multi-Attributed Adjacency 
Graph/Matrix (MAAG/MAAM) to overcome the limitations of AAG. In comparison with 
an AAG where only the arcs have attributes, both the nodes and arcs can be attributed in 
a MAAG. In addition, the number of attributes associated with the nodes or arcs is not 
limited. MAAM is a face adjacency matrix in which the diagonal cells contain the face 
attributes and the off-diagonal cells contain the edge attributes. In order to enhance the 
ability of interacting feature recognition, (Zhang 1998) modified AAG by adding the 
“reference face” attributes to both nodes and arcs and called it RAAG. Reference face 
was defined as faces with non-convex edges indicating the presence of features. To better 
support interacting features, (Gao 1998) extended AAG with more attributes of edge and 
face, naming Extended Attributed Adjacency Graph (EAAG). The added five attributes 
are convexity, existence, loop, geometry and blend type. Instead of building a complete 
graph for the whole part, (Wong 2000) proposed an isolated version of AAG, which only 
considered the concave edges as hints of potential features, then attached the adjacent 
faces to the concave edges to construct the face edge sequence (FES) graph. The author 
also introduced a new kind of adjacency relation, the next-next edge, to provide more 
topological relationship between the edges. In order to support freedom surfaces and edge 
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features, (Li 2010) improved EAAG by adding edge node type and quantitative attributes 
such as face normal vector, face angle, and edge length, and named it as holistic attribute 
adjacency graph (HAAG).  
(Huang 2002) developed a multilevel graph representation scheme representing 
different levels of abstraction of the geometry of a part to handle interacting features. The 
low-level graph was face graph (FG) similar to AAG, having faces as nodes, but with 
attributes that could be coefficients of the equation of a plane or the position and radius of 
a spherical face. The high-level graph was a feature relation graph (FRG) whose nodes 
were primitive features obtained by low-level feature recognition or from a feature-based 
CAD system, with the connecting arcs representing feature relationships, such as 
intersect, parallel, stackable and mergeable. Each node or arc of a FRG had a vector of 
attributes. The node attributes of FRG could be the feature’s position, orientation and 
other parameters unique to that feature type.  
The variations of these schemes can be understood as they are modifying the 
illustrated graph structure in two aspects (Wu 1996): 1. labelling nodes and arcs in 
different ways to give them more attributes, or in other words, geometric constraints; 2. 
interpreting nodes and arcs in diverse sets, for example, faces and edges, surfaces and 
adjacency relationships, or vertices and edges, respectively. These various graph 
representation schemes were developed to enhance the representation capability of 
graphical models for more and more complex features. The information stored in graphs 
gradually became more complete and less ambiguous, however, at the cost of robustness 




Feature recognition is a long-evolved concept and has been active for more than 
twenty years for academic research. In the field of feature recognition, many different 
techniques have been proposed. However, although many questions are still open, the 
interest for feature recognition has subsided over the past 10 years, assumedly because 
the need for integration of CAD and CAM is decreasing, along with the development of 
PLM software, since it is only one of the enabling technologies for the CAX system. As 
shown in Figure 2.12, the research activities of feature recognition techniques have 
passed their peak and been in the period of bottom. According to the theory of Gartner 
hype cycle, the technology of feature recognition is approaching into the “slope of 
enlightenment” that will start to benefit enterprise.  
The basic problem in feature recognition system is the identification of high-level 
information, or in other words, implicit patterns from an object represented by explicit 
geometric entities. This problem can be formulated as a geometric constraint satisfaction 
problem (Yang 1996), in which variables are representing entities, constraints are 
expected geometric and topological properties of the variables, and possible solutions are 
determined values or generated classifications for the variables. Therefore, in most 
proposed methods, the problem is solved by matching the rules, graphs or templates, i.e. 
constraints. And the recognition process can be generally divided into two steps: 
decomposing the object into low-level representing entities and applying the reasoning 
process to classify a set of entities as certain features. 
There are numerous systems developed by active research since the pioneer work 






Figure 2.12: The number of reviewed literatures in each year and some milestones of feature recognition techniques. 
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replaced by newer techniques that have overcome their limitations. Therefore, this review 
focuses on the four approaches that attracted the most extensive research interest and the 
hybrid systems combing their strengths: rule/hint-based approach, graph-based approach, 
volumetric decomposition approach and artificial neural network approach. These 
approaches are presented in the following sections. 
2.3.1 Rule-based and Hint-based Approach 
The rule-based approach was among the earliest to be investigated due to the 
granted advantages of expert system, such as (Hummel 1989), (DONALDSON 1993), 
(Vosniakos 1993) and (Chan 1994). Features are generalized as templates consisting of 
characteristic patterns of rules, but no explicit representation scheme was defined for 
feature extraction. The recognizing process is performed using these inference rules as If-
Then. If the predefined conditions are satisfied, then the corresponding structure in the 
part is recognized as a feature.  
The Rule-based approaches are straightforward and easy to build; nonetheless, 
they also have many fatal weaknesses. On the one hand, the feature representation is 
ambiguous and the rules have to be predefined, so the rule-based system is inflexible and 
so difficult to expand. On the other hand, not every complex feature and interacting 
features can be defined by rules. Since the more complex the conditions, the more 
difficult to conceive, the less uniqueness is guaranteed, and the less likely to implement. 
In fact, the main idea of the approach is setting up boundary constraints of features. The 
constraints don’t have to be generalized rules nor engineering significances. Hence, rule-
based was later developed into hint-based and graph-based methods.  
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In order to deal with feature interactions and be more flexible with the feature 
searching, hint-based methods were developed based on the idea that incomplete 
representation can be searched for, so as to indicate the existence of certain features. 
Because of exact patterns/rules searching is very likely to fail when features shift or 
intersect. Hence, a hint can be defined as a pattern in the part boundary that provides a 
trace for the potential existence of a feature (Jones 2006). This method was initiated by 
(Vandenbrande 1993), in a system called Object Oriented Feature Finder (OOFF). In the 
literature, the concept of hint was derived from the “presence rule” which is a minimal 
indispensable portion of a feature's boundary which must be present in the part even 
when features intersect. A hint generating strategy was firstly proposed as a combination 
of part faces, which contain characteristic information from diverse sources that can be 
associated with a certain feature type. This system was further improved by (Han 1997) 
and (Han 1998) by providing it with the ability to reason about hints generated from 
various sources, which may include direct user input, tolerances and attributes, and 
design features. 
Hint-based approaches use a two-step procedure to feature recognition; in the first 
step, hints are generated by extraction rules based on different attributes, such as 
geometric and topologic reasoning (Bhandarkar 2000, Gao 2004, Dimov 2007, Verma 
2008), feature taxonomies (Xu 1998, Fu 2003, Abouel Nasr 2006), and combined 
probabilities of ranking potential feature hints (Vandenbrande 1993, Han 1997). In the 
second step, these hints are processed and may be directly matched by applying rules (Fu 
2003, Abouel Nasr 2006, Bhandarkar 2000), but some works also have a test phase after 
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constructing feature volumes from hints and boundary data (Vandenbrande 1993, Han 
1997).  
Although most hint-based methods define hints based on face patterns, there are 
also some attempts to enhance the method with additional information on other geometric 
entities as hints. For example, (Regli 1995) and (Geng 2016) used edges and vertices 
rather than faces as hints to identify or decompose interacting features, then possible 
volumetric features are reconstructed to facilitate sequencing process in the CAPP system. 
In order to provide prompt manufacturing feedback at design stage, (Jones 2006) 
extracted feature hints from wire-frame models for simplicity. However, as the 
disadvantage of wire-frame model mentioned in section 2.2.1, this method is not suitable 
for complex parts and interacting features. (Zhang 2014) consulted the part’s CNC 
program to extract the feature information and retrieve process knowledge. (Sommerville 
2001) presented a novel methodology for extracting hints by projecting and measuring 
virtual rays onto objects. This technique is also known as “a viewer-centered approach” 
that mimics the way in which humans might observe and identify the faces and volume 
information of objects. (Ranjan 2005) presented a similar method that gets the contour of 
2.5D machining part’s top view as a feature hint by projecting virtual rays vertically. 
Then both the faces and volume information are extracted by analyzing the boundaries 
and length of the rays.  
An observation that could be made from these studies is that the key in 
developing a hint-based system is how to design an appropriate hint extraction strategy. 
In particular, determining the characteristics of a feature present in a part, and 
maintaining its consistency in spite of feature interactions is a difficult task. To tackle this, 
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(Brousseau 2008) proposed a method for automatic generation of logic as feature hints. 
These rules are formed by applying an inductive learning algorithm on training data 
consisting of sample features. First, feature examples are converted into characteristic 
vectors with the numbers representing the attributes of each face. Then inductive learning 
algorithm is applied to extract feature hints formed by subsets of rules, which represents 
patterns associated with individual feature faces. This method can also help the user to 
expand an existing feature library. However, how to apply these hints to recognize 
features, and how practical this approach could be for complex interacting features are 
both unknown. 
2.3.2 Graph-based Approach 
The Graph-based approach is among the most-researched methods due to the 
inherent advantage of a graph’s structural similarity with B-Rep based solid models. In 
the graph representation scheme, nodes and arcs normally represent faces and edges, 
which attached with some attributes such as the convexity and concavity of edges, type of 
face, perpendicularity, parallelism or tangency of edges and faces, etc. Then features 
would be extracted as subgraphs from the complete graph. In various graph-based 
representation schemes, the features are typically predefined templates and constrained 
by three types of information: the required number of faces for composing a target feature, 
and topological and geometric relationships among composing faces. The feature 
searching can be realized by subgraph isomorphic matching.  
The approach developed by (Joshi 1988) can be considered as the first formal 
graph-based feature recognition method, introducing the concept of an attributed 
adjacency graph (AAG). AAG captures the concave/convex relationships of the part’s 
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adjacent faces, and analyze the adjacency graph in order to decompose it into subgraphs 
as features. Although original AAG concept is restricted to negative polyhedral objects, it 
inspired a large amount of successive work. As discussed in section 4.2.5, the main 
development trend of graph-based approaches was to enhance the capability of graph-
based systems by enriching the expressiveness of the feature graph with more attributes. 
Besides representation schemes, the other key variation of various approaches is 
feature extraction process, or in some cases, graph decomposition. Graph isomorphic 
matching is the basis for all graph based methods. In early works, such as (Chuang 1990, 
Fields 1994, Sakurai 1990), the primitive templates were compared to the entire graph 
one node by one node. This kind of matching is a well-known NP-hard problem and 
requires all N! reordering and comparisons (Verma 2004). In order to reduce the search 
space and support interacting features, further studies introduced graph decomposition 
method.  
The well-known method proposed by (Joshi 1988) decomposed the part graph 
into a subgraph by deleting nodes representing faces that were connected to all adjacent 
faces with a convex angle. This is based on the observation that such faces do not form 
part of machining features. Thereafter these subgraphs were matched with templates for 
recognition. (Floriani 1989, Gavankar 1990) and (Corney 1991) assumed that all 
features/subgraphs were bi-connected and tri-connected nodes. Therefore, the graph was 
partitioned at cut-nodes, which would be identified first using different algorithms. Since 
the cut-node is considered as the entrance face of a depression feature, this method 
cannot recognize features with more than one entrance face. (Marefat 1990) disconnected 
the nodes having only concave edges, namely cavity graph as subgraph, which represents 
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depression features. (Laakko 1993) introduced an incremental recognition method, where 
the entire graph was matched with a shape to determine the subgraphs for further 
matching. (Venuvinod 1994) transformed the part graph into a Multi-Attributed 
Adjacency Matrix, where each row and column represented faces and the cells were the 
adjacency marked by number. In the step of feature extraction, the matrix was scanned to 
found the concave and convex faces as root and boundary faces respectively to form a 
feature/vector. (Qamhiyah 1996) used loops as the descriptive unit for object 
representation. Loops are defined as cyclic sets of edges, and classified into convex, 
concave or smooth types. In this work, features were extracted according to special loop 
types. (Zhang 1998) assumed that the non-convex edges of a non-convex hull face are 
connected to some features faces. Therefore, the faces containing non-convex edges were 
used as references for the presence of features. 
(Gao 1998) introduced the concept of Minimal Condition Sub-Graph (MCSG), 
which was interpreted as a hint of potential feature existing in element construction. To 
generate MCSG, first split the part’s EAAG into a separate manufacturing face adjacency 
graph (MFAG) by deleting all the stock face nodes and their incident arcs. The MFAG 
was matched with the predefined feature library, and if it did not match, it would be 
regarded as an interacting feature and further decompose into partly concave adjacency 
graphs (PCAG). Then each PCAG of the MFAG was checked to see if it was a concave 
adjacency graph (CAG) or general feature. The concave adjacency graph (CAG) is a 
connected subgraph where all arcs are concave. If true, this PCAG was a MCSG. If not, 
this PCAG would decompose into separate CAGs by splitting the shared faces caused by 
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interactions, so as to get all MCSGs. Finally, MCSGs are completed to a recognizable 
form by restoring their missed links. 
(Yuen 1999) presented a method called concave triggering algorithm (CvTA) to 
extract sub-graph/feature from the MAAG, which was designed based on the principle 
that a segmentation occurs whenever there is a concave edge. (Huang 2002) developed a 
multi-step graph matching algorithm based on a multilevel graph representation scheme. 
The matching was started from only one vertex and named a seed match, then extended 
to adjacent vertices and edges. Finally, the feature candidates would be matched for both 
topology and constraints. Based on MAAM, (Verma 2004) introduced a concept of 
degree of vertex, which was calculated by the number of incident associated with the 
vertex. In fact, the degree of vertex indicates how many concave edges it has. According 
to the degree of vertices, the MAAM would be partitioned and rearranged into several 
sub-matrices, which could be further matched with the predefined feature vectors. (Li 
2010) predefined a library of feature seed face that was a combination of the key face and 
its edges that most reflect feature characteristics for each type of feature. These seed 
faces were used as hints for searching in the part graph. Then the discovered hints would 
be extended and combined as features based on rules. 
It can be stated that graph-based approaches are quite effective in the domain of 
isolated features, which are the features without any topology variation caused by 
interference with other features. However, the most significant drawback of all graph-
based methods is the incapability of handling arbitrary feature interactions, because 
feature interaction can destroy the topology of basic features then cause the missing arcs 
in the graph.  
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There are some attempts, such as (Marefat 1992, Senthil Kumar 1996, Ji 1995, 
2003), to directly restore the missing arcs using a concept of virtual links, which are 
identified from a set of possible candidates created by extending special faces. The 
candidate links are ranked based on the geometric and topological evidences at different 
abstraction levels using Dumpster’s rule of combination, and then the highest ranked one 
is restored as a missing arc. Nonetheless, the problem was not solved satisfactorily, as the 
ambiguity of combination could not be eliminated. It is even worse, when vital faces are 
destroyed completely, that it can’t to be restored by extending residue faces. In general, 
this method has the fatal weakness of getting desired missing arcs for proper 
decomposition of delta volume. 
The other solutions to handle missing arcs are predefining some interacting 
features as high-level feature (Huang 2002) or decomposing certain types of interacting 
graph into subgraphs by heuristics (Gao 1998). Although it is unrealistic to enumerate the 
unlimited types of feature interaction, at least these predefined classes can be recognized 
for particular post-processing application. However, in this way, the feature library could 
not be expanded automatically, and the imposed design constraints would limit the 
feature template to essential shapes. The small-scale variations such as fillets and 
chamfers, need to be removed before graph construction. Due to the combinatorial 
difficulties and exponential time complexity, the more small-scale details and complex 
shapes, the more ambiguity and computational time in recognition process. Consequently, 
graph-based approaches have difficulties to handle real industrial parts. 
From all these shortcomings, many alternative methods, such as volumetric and 
hint-based, were investigated to deal with interacting features. However, there are still a 
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lot of attempts to integrate graph-based methods into emerging approaches, on account of 
its flexibility toward expanding feature library without changing recognizing algorithm 
and an excellent ability of extracting feature	candidates	from	solid	models.	
2.3.3 Volume Decomposition Approach 
The volume decomposition approach identifies the removal (machining) volume 
of stock material from the solid model and decomposes the volume into intermediate 
volumes first, and then the features are generated by combining the intermediate volumes 
based on some rules. According to the way of decomposing volumes, volume 
decomposition methods can be generally divided into two sub-groups: convex-hull 
decomposition and cell-based volume decomposition. 
2.3.3.1 Convex-hull Decomposition  
The technique to decompose non-convex objects into convex components with 
arbitrary shapes was introduced by (Chazelle 1981). For machining purpose, (Woo 1982) 
implemented it to express a non-convex object in the form of a sequence of convex 
volumes called Alternating Sum of Volumes (ASV) Decomposition. As shown in Figure 
2. 13, the first step is to determine the part’s polyhedron convex hull. Thereafter the 
volumetric difference between the part and its convex hull is computed recursively, until 
the convex hull equals the part. The Boolean combination of resulting convex volume 
was defined as an alternating sum of volumes. To suit various manufacturing 
environments, the ASV expression can be algebraically reformed into disjunctive normal 
form. As shown in  Figure 2. 14, the most serious problem of ASV decomposition is that 




Figure 2. 13: ASV decomposition (Kim 1992). 
(Tang 1991) investigated the causes of this non-convergence, and found that the 
vertices not on the boundary of convex hull would lead the non-convergence. The authors 
defined these vertices as non-supportable vertices and designed the detection algorithm. 
Therefore, the solution of non-convergence is that once it occurs, the problem volume 
would be separated into pieces around the non-supportable vertex. 
(Kim 1992) did similar research about the non-convergence and gave a more 
complete definition of the non-supportable vertex. To solve this, (Kim 1992) proposed 
the method of Alternative Sum of Volumes with Partitioning (ASVP). In ASVP, they 
applied ASV first until non-convergence was detected, and then the delta volume was 
partitioned by cutting along planes spanning a pair of incident edges of the problem 
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Figure 2. 14: Non-convergence of ASV decomposition (Kim 1992). 
Figure 2. 15(a) shows an ASVP feature recognition system developed by (Kim 
1992) based on the observation that since each ASVP component represents partial 
boundary information of the given object, ASVP decomposition can be considered as a 
hierarchical volumetric representation of form features. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2. 
15 (b), feature can be recognized by finding intrinsic interrelations between the object 
faces contained in the decomposed components according to the hierarchical structure of 
the decomposition. If there are two or more connected original faces in an ASVP 
component, they can be recognized as generic feature based on the volume contribution 
and the normal vectors of the original faces. For the unrecognized component, the author 
introduced the method of an immediate super-component (ISC) combination of original 
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faces and the corresponding components on the basis of the hierarchical structure and 
face-dependency information of the decomposition. The resulting volumes were 
represented by a binary tree comprising Boolean unions and subtractions of the 
decomposed volumes, also called form-feature decomposition (FFD). 
 
 
Figure 2. 15: (a) ASVP decomposition, (b) form-feature decomposition (Waco 1994). 
Since ASV/ASVP decompositions are purely based on geometry, the shape of 
FFD is arbitrary and not corresponding to any manufacturing operation. Therefore, to 
generate manufacturing features, a post-processing module is needed. In fact, FFD 
maintains enough information of geometry and adjacency to support the geometric 
reasoning of various manufacturing and design activities. (Waco 1994) proposed a 
method to convert FFD into machining features by rewriting the Boolean expression of 
every positive form feature using the half-spaces determined by its original faces. 
(Parienté 1996) improved the ASVP method by adding incremental updating capability to 
support the concurrent feedback of design changes. This was achieved by incrementally 
updating the corresponding ASVP decomposition and applying combination operations 
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to the updated portion of the ASVP decomposition. (Kim 2001) developed a feature 
recognition system using alternative sum of volumes with partitioning decomposition. 
The objective of this method was to systematically obtain geometry-based relations 
between machining feature recognized from the part boundary. The precedence relations 
between features are achieved by combining the face dependency information and the 
machining process information. The precedence relations for a given feature 
decomposition are then recognized as a set of precedence trees. In addition, each 
precedence tree for a given feature decomposition represents a different set of the 
features. (Ferreira 1990) also described a convex-hull-based method for 2.5D prismatic 
parts. Features are recognized by identifying the profile patterns of convex-hull, based on 
the observation that the inner loop of edges and concave edges lying within the convex 
hull give rise to machining features. 
The convex-hull decomposition method is effective in finding delta volumes for 
polyhedral parts, but has difficulty in curved surface. For instance, (Miao 2002) described 
an ASVP implementation on integration of CAD and CAM for 2.5 and 3-axis machining 
centers. However, it cannot be extended to freeform surface because it is difficult to 
define the convex hull of a curved surface. (Martino 1994) and (Dong 1997) made 
attempts to include cylindrical surfaces into a convex-hull approach by assuming the 
convex hull of cylindrical surfaces are still cylindrical, but they can only handle limited 
cases of face intersection. 
2.3.3.2 Cell-based Decomposition  
The essential methodology of cell-based decomposition approach is to decompose 
the volume or delta volume of an object into minimal cells with a simple shape. The cells 
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are then recombined as a larger volume that can be removed by a single machining 
operation, and in the last step, the combined volume is checked for topological and 
geometrical characteristics and recognized as a machining feature. The variations 
between the proposed cell-based algorithms mainly lie in how to decompose and 
recombine cells into useful volumetric features. Moreover, the difficulty is how to 
generate suitable feature sets efficiently. (General Dynamics Corporation 1985) was the 
earliest example of cell-based method. This work developed an algorithm to decompose 
delta volume of a part into a set of generic shapes, which would be combined next by 
face extension and sectioning. Then the combinations are matched with predefined 
library, but the recognition sometimes fails due to feature interaction. 
As shown in Figure 2. 16, Sakurai and Chin (Sakurai 1994) proposed a 
representative method to generate all the possible combination sets of the minimal 
convex cells decomposed by face extension. Due to the exhaustive nature of this method, 
the opportunity of recognizing all the features correctly is guaranteed. However, 
generating these combinations is very computationally expensive, especially if curved 
surfaces are included. Even though some checking rules were set to discard some 
unpromising sets, the process is still too verbose even for a somewhat complex part. 
(Tseng 1994) developed a similar method that decomposed entire delta volume of parts 
into blocks by extending bounding faces. Then the blocks are connected systematically in 
different ways to generate multiple interpretations of feature. By using graph-based 
method, the reconstructed volumes are matched with the predefined features and 
classified. The drawback of this method is only applicable to the features whose faces are 




Figure 2. 16: Cell decomposition method illustration: (a) part; (b) cells; (c) a reasonable  
set of cell combinations; (d) an unpromising combination result. (Babic 2008). 
 In (Shah 1994), Shah decomposed the part into minimum convex cells first by 
the half space partitioning method. Then the cells were reconstituted into maximum 
convex volume with the help of a cell adjacency graph. The concatenated volumes do not 
overlap and are regarded as machining features, so they can be classified with respect to 
machining attributes such as accessibility and degree of freedom. (Coles 1994) developed 
another analytic face extension method to decompose an object into minimal cells called 
base volumes that compose only convex maximal features. Then specific types of feature 
are recognized by graph matching the maximal simple features. 
(Sakurai 1995) presented an improved version of their earlier work. To solve the 
problem of unreasonable composition and to avoid recognizing overlapped features, they 
introduced a more efficient decomposition method based on half space partition and a 
maximal convex cell method. After generation, these cells subtracted from each other in 
different orders to yield multiple interpretations of features in delta volume. However, the 
total number of interpretations increases factorially as the number of cells increases, and 
unnecessary interpretations problem still exists. In addition, this paper did not give much 
detail about how to combine these intermediate volumes into machining feature, nor the 
feature recognition process. 
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In (Sakurai 1996), Sakurai and Dave improved the cell decomposition method of 
their earlier works, successfully extended it to the object with curved surfaces. The 
method still decomposes an object into minimal cells by extending faces or half space of 
the delta volume. In contrast to other methods, it allows the composed volumes to be 
concave, called maximal volumes, with the half-spaces of the object. The combinations 
of minimal cells produce maximal volumes by examining the relationships among these 
minimal cells. The author stated that the maximal volumes would be recognized by graph 
matching. (Narang 1996) and (Lin 1998) adopted a similar delta-volume decomposition 
method to slice the entire delta volume along a certain axis into sub-volumes having 
constant cross-section. Then the sub-volumes are decomposed again into multiple sets of 
machine-able volume, which is considered as machining feature. 
(Kailash 2001) introduced a concept of machined face, which is the face of a part 
at which material is removed by machining processes from the stock. It can be found by 
comparing the final part and stock. After identification of machined faces, the delta 
volume is decomposed recursively by extending the machined faces, until there is only 
one machined face in the partitioned volumes. Then the resultant volumes are 
reconstructed and mapped into multiple interpretations of machining operations. 
(Woo 2002) introduced new cell decomposition and combination method based 
on the previous work (Sakurai 1996). As the example shown in Figure 2. 17, the new 
method decomposes the delta volume by recursively bisecting sub-volumes into two 
smaller volumes with a similar number of faces until each volume has less than 16 faces. 
The bisecting planes are recorded and used as reference to recompose these small 
volumes into maximal volumes which don’t have concave edges and are not contained 
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one in another. Then a selection of a set of non-redundant maximal volumes is performed 
by choosing maximal volumes containing faces of delta volume uniquely and having the 
largest number of delta volume faces that are not contained in already selected ones. In 
the last step, maximal volumes are recognized as maximal features if they can be 
produced by a single machining operation, otherwise they are further decomposed to 
qualified shapes. This method significantly reduced the computational load of cell-based 




Figure 2. 17: Maximal volume decomposition method (Woo 2002). 
In (Woo 2003), Woo continued to improve his method in the spirt of reducing 
computational complexity by avoid generating a large number of unnecessary cells. He 
described a concept of “localized face extension” that extends not only single face of part 
but also connects it with the adjacent faces sharing the non-concave edges first, then the 
connected face is extended to intersect with the original model and get new faces. If a 
new face has concave edges, it is selected to be untied in order to form a cell. In the stage 
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of cell reconstitution, the author defined a type of “seed cells” based on the fact that they 
always exist in maximal volumes. By using seed cells to merge adjacent cells under 
certain rules, the number of possible interpretations are significantly reduced. 
(Koo 2002) proposed a wrap-around decomposition method, in which the 
wrapping of object using the plastic wrap has been imitated. The wrap-around operation 
plays a similar role in finding a convex hull in the convex decomposition. In wrapping 
operations, a convex inner loop is used as a clue to find concave volume and decompose 
it by removing the convex inner loop and internal faces not constituting the convex 
volume. This decomposition method is efficient but only considered simple concave 
spaces bounded by a convex inner loop. 
(Kim 2014) and (Kim 2015) integrated the wrap-around decomposition with 
another three volume decomposition methods (fillet-round-chamfer decomposition, 
volume split decomposition and maximal volume decomposition). The B-rep model is 
first simplified by a fillet-round-chamfer decomposition method. The volume split 
decomposition is used to split volumes with concave inner loops. The wrap-around and 
volume split decomposition methods are applied recursively until the sub-volumes are 
not decomposable. Then the maximal volume decomposition from (Woo 2006) is 
adopted to generate maximal volumes. Finally, a volume decomposition tree that consists 
of Boolean unions and subtractions of the decomposed volumes is generated for 
downstream applications. Comparing with other cell-based methods, the decomposition 
tree provides more hierarchical feature information. In addition, by using the wrap-
around and volume split decomposition, this method reduced the number and shape 
complexity of cells so that the computational load is alleviated as well.  
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The features defined in a cell-based decomposition approach are actually volumes 
having simple shapes, which can be produced by a single machining operation. Therefore, 
this approach is suitable for manufacturing planning and NC coding. Other examples of 
application are such as mesh generation (Lu 2001), model simplification (Kim 2014), and 
feature-based model modification (Kim 2015). Moreover, because the exhaustive nature 
of the multiple interpretations enables the extraction of all features, this method has been 
considered as an effective method for handling the interacting features to some extent. 
These multiple interpretations can be used as a basis to generate alternative process plans, 
and potentially used in various downstream engineering activities, such as a design 
analysis and optimization. 
However, the volume feature representation is deficient with geometric and 
topological feature information, so it is not able to recognize the types of feature and not 
suitable for some engineering applications. There are also some other disadvantages such 
as an expensive computational load and the inability to guarantee the generation of the 
features of interest. In some cases, the resultant volumes may not be even machining 
features, and need to be further processed in the context of machining to provide the 
features of interest. In addition, because the decomposition process is based on face 
extension and edge convexity, the solid models having freeform faces cannot be handled. 
2.3.4 Artificial Neural Network Approach 
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a system roughly imitating the human 
thought process, which can process input information and output results. The major 
characteristic of ANN that makes it one of the most promising feature recognition 
methods is its ability to derive implicit patterns through training with examples. In 
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comparison with conventional feature recognition methods, ANNs do not implement any 
logical operations explicitly. However, by performing only simple arithmetic operations, 
they can derive many kinds of knowledge or discover regularities through training with 
input patterns that are difficult to describe adequately with knowledge-based systems. 
The second advantage that attracts interest for employing ANN in feature recognition is a 
robustness for tolerating exceptions or incomplete input patterns, so it can be possible to 
recognize the non-orthogonal interacting features. To compare and evaluate these 
different ANN-based approaches, special attention should be paid to the key factors of 
functionality: the input representation and neural network architecture. 
2.3.4.1 Input representation 
Building an input representation scheme is the most important part of employing 
ANN in feature recognition. Manufacturing features are characterized by both topological 
and geometrical information derived from the CAD model, while neural networks 
typically use numerical values as input. This raises the problem of how to convert a solid 
model into a suitable input representation for the neural network, since simple numerical 
inputs are not always sufficient to represent geometrical and topological data stored in 
CAD models. 
The reviewed input representations can be generalized into three types: 2D-
drawing-based, graph-based, and face score vector. To summarize their characteristics, a 
satisfactory input representation should at least have the following basic requirements: 1: 
it contains all the necessary information for identifying the patterns; 2: it must be 
unambiguous, each class having unique representation; 3: it is implementable for 
computational devices.  
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2.3.4.1.1 2D-drawing-based representation 
(Peters 1992) proposed an ordered triplet (Ci, Ai, Li) to represent each curve 
segment of a connected profile in the 2D drawings, where Ci, Ai, and Li are the curvature, 
interior angle and arc length of the i-th element respectively. An encoded feature vector 
of the triplet (Ci, Ai, Li) for a given profile is used as the input of a three-layer feed-
forward neural network. Later, (Chen 1998) described a similar method to transform a 2D 
drawing into an ordered list of n line segments. Each line is represented by 7-tuple in the 
form: (Li, Ai, Ci, Ji, OLi, OAi, OCi) where Li, Ai and Ci are the length, interior angle and 
curvature respectively. Ji is the line intersection type between the line segment and its 
subsequent line segment. OLi, OAi and OCi are the ordinal values assigned to Li, Ai and 
Ci that are used to capture the magnitudes in case of size normalization. The line segment 
having largest size within a part is assigned 0th, the next largest is assigned first, and so 
forth. 
(Wang 1993) defined a pair of matrixes for representing the part’s topology and 
geometry information respectively. The topological input matrix contains face adjacency, 
distance between face centroids, and shape rate. The geometric input matrix includes face 
type, face area, number of edges composing a face, and angle of vertex. The main 
problem of this method is that the orientation would affect the result of recognition. 
(Wu 1996) used the skeleton approach to simplify the 2D projection views of a 
3D prismatic part to get a tree structure consisting of line segments. Then tree-structured 
skeletons are converted into column vectors, in which each element corresponds to a line 
segment associated with six attributes in terms of numerical values. In addition, based on 
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the number of successful classifications of the three different projection views, the 
classification results can be grouped into three different level. 
(Chuang 1999) deemed that the general appearance of an object is important for 
the classification, but only projected view contours is not enough to describe the object, 
geometric and topological information should also be included. Hence, in their 
representation scheme, the part is projected along front/back, left/right, and top/ bottom 
views to get nine different views, six of which are formed by the projected contour lines 
and visible edge segments while the rest three consist of contour lines and invisible line 
segments. As shown in Figure 2. 18, the projected visible or invisible edge segments 
partition each contour into different sets of regions. Then each view is represented by a 
graph in which the nodes represent the regions and the arcs denote adjacency between 
regions. Moreover, the edges of each region are coded into a representative ring code by 
travelling clock-wise from a random selected edge. The code for each edge is determined 
by its direction and a two-layer octal coding system. In the second step, the graphs are 
transformed into reference trees based on the weighting values computed with the 
representative ring code. In the last step, each reference tree node is associated with a  
 
 
Figure 2. 18: A 2D-projection-based representation scheme: (a) solid model, (b) the top 
view contour, (c) the weighted graph with representative ring code, (d) the reference tree.  
(Chuang 1999). 
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number of values first. These values are derived from the representative ring code, region 
boundary and region index information. In the end, the vector form is generated with 
these values. 
(Zulkifli 1999) directly inputted the 2D coordinates of vertex points in the top 
view boundary of part’s delta volume to a self-organizing neural network. The vertex 
points are clustered into groups by neural network for interacting volume decomposition. 
However, this method only considered the machining features interacting with uniform 
depth and common bottom. In their companion paper (Zulkifli 1999), they proposed a 
different contour-based representation for a forward feed neural network. As shown in 
Figure 2. 19, the top view contour is converted into a 3×3 matrix, where the four corner 
elements correspond to the four corner vertices, the center element indicates whether the 
feature is a solid or cavity, and the rest four elements represent the four edges. The matrix 
is assigned numerical values indicating the types of vertices and edges. The advantage of 
this representation scheme are its flexibility toward expansion and its simplicity for use. 




Figure 2. 19: Example of converting a slot feature into 3×3 input matrix (Zulkifli 1999). 
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(Jun 2002) proposed a “chain code” vector representation scheme for six types of 
primitive features, including block, hole, pocket, boss, step and slot. The number of 
elements in vector is fixed to ten. The first seven elements correspond to the approximate 
orientation of the line segments of the section profile. The other three elements are 
assigned by binary values indicating the profile’s attributes: convex/concave, 
circular/rectangular, and open/close. These three attributes are also obtained from vector 
manipulations. 
In the comparison of 3D models, 2D projections are easier to convert into 
numerical vectors. However, the possible line intersections and ambiguity of 2D 
projections would limit these methods to parts having simple block shapes only. 
2.3.4.1.2 Graph-based representation 
(Prabhakar 1992) proposed a method to convert the face adjacency matrix, which 
is generated from AAG, into a 2D-array for network input. In the input array, each 
element contains a vector with eight integers, which denote topology attributes such as 
edge type, face type, face angle type, number of loops, etc. The obvious problem of this 
representation is that it is verbose and has redundant data position due to the same vector 
definition used for representing both face characteristics and its adjacency. For example, 
the second number of each vector in the same column is always the same, since they all 
indicate the face type of the same face. Another problem is that the input array is 
executed row by row, while the feature is defined with respect to one face and its 
topology relationships with a set of secondary faces. Therefore, this method neglects the 
topology between the secondary faces, so that the domain of recognition is limited and 
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Figure 2. 20: Example of transforming a simple hole feature into input vectors of ANN  
(Prabhakar 1992). 
(Nezis 1997) developed a neat representation vector of 20 binary elements based 
on the AAG. The input part’s AAG is decomposed into subgraphs according to a set of 
heuristics first. Then the adjacency matrix for each subgraph is created and refined into 
12 binary numbers by interrogating a set of 12 questions about the matrix layout and the 
number of faces in the subgraph. The 13th to 20th elements in the representation vector is 
the binary form of the number of external faces linked to the subgraph. The major 
limitation of this method is that the design of graph decomposition heuristics limits the 
recognition domain to simple features with planar and simple curved faces. 
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In order to solve the ambiguity and incapability of handling interacting features 
that the AAG-based methods have, (Ding 2004) proposed an input representation with 
two matrices based on the part’s delta volume. One is the face adjacency matrix, where 
the diagonal elements are assigned by numerical values between 1 and 8, representing the 
8 predefined face types. The off-diagonal elements are given numerical values between 0 
and 9 indicating the ten different connection relationships. The other matrix is named V-
adjacency matrix and used for representing the virtual faces, which refer to the faces 
forming the delta volume but not constituting the part. The V-matrix is defined as 6×6 
matrix in binary form where each row and column represents six directions: +x, -x, +y, -y, 
+z, -z. The diagonal elements indicate whether a virtual face exists (0 or 1). The other 
elements denote whether the corresponding pair of virtual faces are connected. Figure 2. 
21 is a simple example of F-adjacency and V-adjacency matrix. 
 
 
Figure 2. 21: Examples of transforming slot feature into ANN input Vectors (Babić 2011). 
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2.3.4.1.3 Face score vector 
The concept of face score vector was originally proposed by (Hwang 1992) and 
adopted by (Lankalapalli 1997), (Öztürk 2001). It is a compact representation in which 
each element corresponds to a face in the part. The element is a real number calculated by 
a function as !" = $ %&, (), *+, %, , in which Ei, Vj, Lk, Fg are scores that are predefined 
according to the edge geometry (convex/concave edge), edge-vertex connectivity, and 
face geometry (planar/cylindrical face). The numerical values of different edge and face 
geometry scores are set for reflecting their geometric nature of the entities. Hence, the 
face score vector can be considered as a measure of the face uniqueness or face 
complexity based upon the convexity or concavity of the surrounding region. Figure 2. 22 
shows an example of slot feature and its face score vector. 
 
 
Figure 2. 22: Face score vector of a slot feature: (1.5 1.5 1.0 1.25 
0.5 1.25 1.0 1.5 1.5) (Babić 2011). 
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For better supporting transitional features, (Marquez 1999) presented a modified 
face score vector where the face score Fs is normalized by an equation of (Fs + 4)/8, since 
the minimal value of face score is -4 and the maximum values is +4. In order to represent 
machining feature families having variations in topology and geometry, (Sunil 2009) 
proposed an enhanced face score vector with 12 nodes. Nodes 1 to 7 are used for 
representing face scores of the selected faces of input feature. Nodes 8, 9, 10, and 12 are 
used for store topologically invariant attributes within a feature family. These attributes 
can help to classify different feature families. Node 11 denotes the total number of faces 
in a candidate feature, which can aid ANN to differentiate sub-feature types in the feature 
families.  
2.3.4.2 Neural Network Architecture 
ANN’s performance of learning and recognition is closely related with their 
architecture design, which mainly consists of the selection of the training algorithm, the 
determination of network layers and the number of neurons in each layer. However, there 
is no consensus among researches regarding which is the most suitable network for 
feature recognition. The network architecture is mostly designed through a large number 
of experiments and evaluations with different combinations of parameters. In the existing 
ANN-based feature recognition systems, there are mainly three types of network 
architecture: feedforward neural network, self-organizing map and recurrent neural 
network. More detailed reviews can be found in (Babić 2011), (Ding 2009). 
2.3.4.2.1 Feed-forward networks 
Feed-forward (FF) neural network with back-propagation is the most often used 
ANN topology for feature recognition. It has an input, an output and one or more hidden 
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layers. The number of neurons in the input layer is decided by the design of input 
representation scheme, while the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in 
each hidden layer can be determined by trails and comparisons. In this type of network, 
neurons are fully connected across layers with varying weights these represent the 
connectivity strengths. The network is trained by supervised learning, which is performed 
by adjusting these weights and bias to provide an effective mapping function between the 
input and output vector. Because of simple structure, good learning and generalization 
capabilities for pattern association and pattern recognition problems, three-layer feed-
forward neural network has been used as a classifier by many researchers to prove the 
feasibility of their methods, such as (Chen 1998, Marquez 1999, Wong 2000, Li 2000, 
Jun 2002, Ding 2004). 
Although three-layer FF network may be able to approximate any continuous 
function, it needs too many neurons within a single hidden layer, and is prone to 
overfitting. Therefore, to deal with large number of types of feature and complex 
interactions, one hidden layer might be not sufficient. For example, (Öztürk 2001) and 
(Sunil 2009) adopted a standard four-layer FF neural network with two hidden layers due 
to its better convergence results. (Nezis 1997) presented a different four-layer FF neural 
network. A threshold layer is attached to the end of a three-layer network and after the 
training process, it filters out output values that are smaller than 0.5. 
In addition, by using genetic algorithm to find the best combination of only 
effective variables in the network, (Öztürk 2004) simplified the topology of their network 
in (Öztürk 2001) for less computational complexity. Specifically, the network was 
successfully reduced from 10 input neurons to 7 and 2 hidden layers each with 9 neurons 
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to 1 hidden layer with 7 neurons. The reduced network obtained better experimental 
results in terms of training time, processing time and computational complexity, and the 
accuracy of recognition was not affected. 
(Wu 1996) developed a network structure by cascading a number of typical three-
layer feed-forward back-propagation neural networks. Each network is independently 
trained for a specific class of polygon feature. In the process of classifying a new input, 
the trained networks would be performed in a sequential manner. If the new input is 
classified at a network, the classification terminates; otherwise, it is sent to the next 
network. If the classification fails, the new feature is stored for future training of a new 
class when the number of unclassified polygons reaches a preset value. (Chuang 1999) 
also adopted a cascaded structure consisting of expendable number of typical three-layer 
back-propagation FF neural networks. The most attractive advantage of this cascaded 
architecture is that it is easy to expend the domain of classification. 
(Prabhakar 1992) developed a 5-layer FF network, functioning like a multilayer 
perceptron. The first layer converts input vectors into N integers, where N is the number 
of faces in the part. The second layer matches the integers with the M conditions required 
for the feature definition. The third layer collects the satisfied faces. The fourth layer 
verifies the collected face with the M conditions again. The last layer contains only one 
node, which is active only if all the M nodes in fourth layer are active. For this reason, 
the major disadvantage of this method is that the features still need to be predefined. 




2.3.4.2.2 Self-organizing neural network 
Self-organizing networks cluster inputs by unsupervised learning. Such networks 
can discover similarities and correlations in the input data without reference to desired 
outputs, and learn the patterns by adjusting the connection weights. When a new feature 
is given to the network, if it is similar to one of the existing clusters, the corresponding 
cluster associates and adapts to it. Otherwise, the network memorizes it as a new cluster. 
The degree of similarity of patterns within same cluster can be controlled by preset 
parameters. 
In consideration of the outstanding ability to learn new patterns without affection 
to previous learning, (Lankalapalli 1997) presented an adaptive resonance theory (ART2) 
network to recognize machining features. In the matches between inputs and existing 
clusters, the similarity of the features is controlled by the reset mechanism via a vigilance 
parameter, which is critical to the performance of the network. The effect of the changes 
in the vigilance and the noise suppression parameters on the network performance were 
investigated, and the results show the potential of application to feature recognition 
problem. 
(Zulkifli 1999) and (Meeran 2002) proposed a two-stage method to deal with 
interacting non-orthogonal features. In the first stage, the Kohonen self-organizing 
feature map (SOFM) is used to cluster the vertices representing material volumes into 
groups. Then the part’s delta volume is decomposed into primitive features by Boolean 
operations to the resultant clusters of SOFM. In the second stage, the primitive features 
are recognized by a three-layer FF neural network described in (Zulkifli 1999). The 
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shortcomings of this work are that only simple interacting situation and only one of 
interaction interpretations are considered. 
2.3.4.2.3 Recurrent Neural Network 
(Wang 1993) proposed a two-hierarchy Hopfield network, which constructs a 
“Hypothesis - Evidence” system. The Hopfield network is a form of recurrent artificial 
neural network. It uses only one layer with binary threshold nodes for both input and 
output. The first network is used to generate possible hypotheses that are matches of the 
outline shape of input object and training samples. In the second network, the input object 
and sample model in the hypotheses are computed for normalized quantitative 
representation first. Then the hypotheses are proved as a right match. 
2.3.5 Hybrid Approach 
Hint-based, graph-based, volume decomposition and neural networks are four 
basic and promising approaches in feature recognition field. They all have their 
advantages and limitations. Therefore, it is evident that a hybrid system adopting 
selective characteristics of these approaches could provide a constructive and practical 
solution to overcome the shortcomings of existing feature recognition systems. 
For example, graph-based systems are best suited for representing isolated 
features and can easily incorporate new feature definitions. Nevertheless, they have 
difficulties in tolerating topology variations of features, so that they are incapable of 
handling arbitrary feature interactions. While hint-based systems are able to handle 
arbitrary feature interactions by taking advantage of human knowledge. However, they 
lack generic feature representation schemes for expending the domain of recognition to a 
wide variety of objects. Therefore, in order to amend the graph-based method’s 
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incapability of interacting features, (Gao 1998) combined graph-based and hint-based 
methods. They introduced a concept of the minimal condition subgraph (MCSG) as 
feature hint. Six types of feature interactions and their MSCGs were defined to support 
graph matching. Moreover, new geometric reasoning of graph decomposition and virtual 
link were used for completion of MSCGs and generation of alternative interpretations of 
interacting features. In fact, this method treats feature interactions as special cases of 
feature and designed corresponding algorithms for them. Therefore, it still has difficulties 
in extending the recognition domain to arbitrary interactions and freeform features. 
(Rahmani 2006) and (Rahmani 2007) developed a similar graph-hint hybrid system to 
extract subgraphs as feature hints based on the characteristics of concave features. 
(Verma 2009) directly connected a graph-based and a hint-based system to get a hybrid 
system, in which the isolated and interacting features are processed, respectively. 
Because of the strong ability of generalization and robustness of topological 
variations, many researches tried to integrate ANN as feature classifier with inputs 
generated from existing graph-based representation schemes, such as (Prabhakar 1992, 
Nezis 1997, Ding 2004). (Li 2003) incorporated ANN with graph and hint approaches to 
get a novel hybrid FR system. The ANN was used as feature classifier with the inputs of 
vectorized feature hints, which are generated by using face loop graphs extracted from 
the part’s EAAG. In addition, the high degree of robustness makes ANN approach 
capable of handling the interacting feature at some extent. (Lam 2000) used the artificial 
neural network to convert the non-orthogonal feature into a number of triangular blocks 
for combining into a virtual orthogonal feature, which can be recognized by FES graph-
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based method in the next step. Nevertheless, the considered non-orthogonal features are 
only composed of planar faces and be of constant depth.  
Due to the remarkable volumetric representation and exhaustive nature of 
decomposition, the volume decomposition methods are considered to be effective in 
handling the interacting features and downstream manufacturing applications. Therefore, 
there are various attempts to combine graph-based and volume decomposition approach 
for better solution of interacting features. One is described in (Wong 2000), where the 
graph-based approach is used to extract and recognize features from 3D models and the 
volume decomposition approach is incorporated to generate delta volumes and multiple 
interpretations of machining operation sequences. Another type of volume-graph hybrid 
approach uses maximal volume decomposition to extract machining features and face 
adjacency graph matching to recognize features, such as (Tseng 1994, Sakurai 1996, 
Rameshbabu 2009). The other example is (Zhang 1998), which developed a hybrid FR 
system by combining graph-based and convex-hull decomposition approach. The 
interacting features are decomposed into primitive shapes by using virtual link technique 
and volume manipulations. The introduction of the concept of convex-hull volume 
facilitates the reconstruction and recognition of decomposed features. 
2.4 Conclusion 
The main purpose of this chapter is to view the trends in feature recognition 
techniques within the past thirty years and see how this technology has evolved. We 
described the characteristics of selected methods and their analysis in great detail, and for 
more general historic surveys, readers are referred to (Verma 2010, Babic 2008, Han 
2000). In summary, the difficulties involved in existing feature recognition can be 
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classified into the following categories. Generic representation schemes for features 
should be applicable to a wide variety of objects. Robust recognizers should be able to 
recover missing information caused by feature interactions. Flexible feature domain 
should have learning capability to support variation and customization. Algorithmic 
complexity should be realistic so that it can provide prompt feedback to model changes. 
From all these drawbacks and limitations, a satisfactory system that is able to handle 
actual industrial parts still does not exist. 
It is clear from the research reviewed that enormous efforts have been made into 
this field, however, there are few available commercial feature recognition software and 
little evidence of industrial implementation of the research results (Babic 2008). 
Moreover, feature recognition systems were developed with the encouragement from 
advancement in computer technology to replace the expert activity in feature 
identification. Taking into account the increasingly complex products and manufacturing 
methods, the needs of working out of a new efficient method of features recognition still 
exists.  
In the following chapters, a novel feature presentation scheme and an original 
feature recognition method through implementation of artificial neural networks is 
introduced. It has been known that the difficulties of interacting feature recognition arise 
from the fact that feature interaction lead to a vast body of heterogeneous, uncertain and 
inherently inconsistent topology and geometry information, which limits the development 
of expert systems. For artificial intelligence, on the contrary, exponential complexity, 
uncertainty, inconsistency, and interaction of various kinds of knowledge are treated as 
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inherent attributes of complex real-life problems and the numerous methods of 




FEATURE REPRESENTATION SCHEME BASED ON HEAT KERNEL 
SIGNATURE 
Most of existing feature recognition approaches were based on identification of 
the geometrical entities composing a feature, together with their interrelationships, 
against certain predefined set of rules or templates. Their target features were usually 
classified by some high-level characteristics such as function, usage, and manufacturing 
methods. In this research, we are going to use a shape signature to represent features and 
recognize them by 2D convolutional neural network.  
The signature of a shape is a concise representation of the shape that captures 
some of its essence. It cannot be used to reconstruct the shape from it, nor fully represent 
the shape (Gal 2007). However, it could be used in various applications if the signature 
succeeds in properly expressing some of the shape’s properties. A typical application is 
3D shape similarity. In this application, signatures are determined from geometric objects 
and used to determine similarity. Instead of comparing the whole object, solely the 
signatures are compared thus accelerating the matching technique. 
Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) is a concise and efficient pointwise shape descriptor 
developed in computer vision field in recent years. It inherits important properties from 
the heat kernel, which can fully describe the shape of a surface. HKS is directly based on 
the Gaussian curvature of a surface, and is also closely related to diffusion maps and 
diffusion distances (Sun 2009), which means it can describe not only 
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the shape but also the position of a point on a given domain. In other words, heat kernel 
signature is able to present the topologic and geometric characteristic of a feature.  
In following sections, the mathematical background behind the heat kernel 
signature and multiscale persistence clustering technique are detailed in, as well as the 
overall methodology leading to feature recognition. Heat persistence clustering is a 
critical technique to reduce the complexity of shape signatures. It is achieved by the 
construction of size functions related to multidimensional measuring functions. 
3.1 HEAT RETENTION 
In the first step, we attempt to estimate the heat losses a source endures through 
time. The rate, at which a source diffuses heat, is deemed an indicator on the localization 
of a point with respect to its surroundings. In order to do so, we attempt to solve the 
partial differential diffusion equation, or namely the heat equation defined on a compact 
Riemannian 2-manifold (ℳ, g) embedded in ℝ2: 
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+ 7∆4 = 0																																																										(3.1) 
where κ	is a positive constant, namely the thermal conductivity, and U x, t  is a real-
valued function whose value indicates the temperature of a point x ∈ ℳ at a given time t. 
Here, ∆ is the intrinsic Laplace-Beltrami operator acting on differentiable functions 
defined over ℳ. That is, for a differentiable function f defined on ℳ, an explicit formula 








where g  is the determinant of the metric tensor g, and gEF is the components of gHI. It is 
noted that if the manifold ℳ is a (Riemannian) submanifold of the Euclidean plane ℝJ 
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with its inherent Euclidean metric, the formula reduces to the well-known Laplacian ∆f =
∂KKf + ∂LLf. For more detailed discussion on the differential operators on Riemannian 
manifolds, readers are directed to (Boothby 1986). Figure 3.1 shows the heat diffusion for 
a number of vertices in a part mesh after application of a unit heat source. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: After a unit amount of heat is applied (red dot), heat diffuses and propagates 
until uniformity is reached. 
Figure 3.2 shows heat diffusion on a part after application of a unit heat at the tip 
of the sphere applied within Shape Terra at different time intervals. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Heat diffusion when a source heat is applied at (a) t = 0.061s, (b) t = 0.111s,  
(c) t = 0.201s. 
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One of the known solutions for Equation 3.2 is the heat kernel. The heat kernel 
represents the quantity of heat received by a point after a unit of heat is applied at a 
certain reference point at time t = 0 (Dey 2010). It is well known that the solution of 
Equation 3.1 can be expressed in integral form as: 
4 M, 5 = NO M, P 4(P, 0)QP
ℳ
																																										(3.3)	
where HS x, y  is what so-called heat kernel, whose eigen-decomposition is expressed as 
HO(M, P) = e




where λE and ϕE are the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator ∆ over ℳ. Here, it should be noted that 0 ≤ λI ≤ λJ ≤ ⋯ ≤ ∞ for 
every kind of manifolds. It should also be noted that for a closed manifold without 
boundary or for the Neumann boundary conditions the first eigenvalue is always zero, 
while the first eigenvalue is greater than zero if the Dirichlet boundary conditions exist. 
Using the heat kernel, we can derive the heat retained by a local area DK ⊂ ℳ around a 
point x at a given time instance t. If we assume that the initial heat distribution was a 
Dirac delta distribution δK(y), i.e. only a source point x has an infinite heat value and the 
other points have zero heat, and that there is no loss of the net heat, the retained heat 
value RK by the local area DK can be expressed as: 
RK t = 1 − HS x, y dy
ℳ\gh
																																											(3.5) 
where ℳ\DK denotes the set subtraction. This is because the total heat applied at t = 0 is: 






and the net heat is preserved without loss over ℳ. Therefore, at the end of this stage we 
would have for each point the amount of heat retained as time elapses, namely RK t . A 
sample heat retention of a point is presented in Figure 3.3.  
 
 
Figure 3.3: Heat retention at (a) Typical point, (b) Point with resistance areas (typically  
bottom of a pocket). 
3.2 DISCRETIZATION 
The method described above is well formulated with respect to the intrinsic 
Laplace-Beltrami operator in a continuous domain. Therefore, in principle, our method 
can be applied to any type of discrete domain equipped with a properly discretized 
Laplace-Beltrami operator. For more details on the discretization of Laplace-Beltrami 
operator in domains other than simplicial meshes, readers are directed e.g. to (Liu 2014) 
for point clouds or to (Alexa 2011) for polygonal meshes. 
The basic assumption for the discretization on a triangular mesh is that the 
function values are integrated over the local area around each vertex, and assigned to the 
corresponding vertex. It perfectly migrates fundamental theorems of manifold calculus 
from the continuous world to discrete domains. In addition, by the term “local area,” we 
mean the Voronoi cell around a vertex. Upon this basic assumption, we now discretize 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆. From among the possible discretizations of the Laplace-
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Beltrami operator, we use a modified Laplacian in the application of the heat kernel. 
While normally matrices include an indicator to the manifold curvature (the cotangent), 
we add a mesh uniformity factor to overcome mesh proportionality and skewness. This 
weight applied to the traditional cotangent value is exhibited by the Voronoi area. 
Equation 3.6 gives our modification of the Laplacian. Figure 3.4 presents the geometric 









Figure 3.4: Geometric elements to compute  
as the modified normalized Laplacian. 
In the meantime, the heat kernel can be successfully approximated by only a few 
of the eigenfunctions using the fact that for the first several eigenfunctions would have 
dominant weight values  eHVWS. From the previous works regarding the heat kernel (such 
as (Sun 2009)), it is known that it is reasonable to use no more than 300 eigenfunctions 
for the decomposition. Therefore, for all examples and results displayed hereafter, we 
choose to use only 300 eigenfunctions. This is a trade-off between accuracy and 
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computational efficiency. Based on the desired performance, the number of 
eigenfunctions used in Shape Terra can be adjusted accordingly. 
On the other hand, Shape Terra gives the ability to specify the time frame and the 
desired computation steps. Standard values are from t = 0.001 to t = 1, using a time step 
τ = 0.001. At each instance t, heat retained at the source RK is computed and saved in a 
HKS record matrix. Each point of the starting block is treated separately and used to 
complete the HKS record. This is the most computationally expensive step. Future efforts 
will include further optimization steps to enhance computation times of Shape Terra. 
3.3 LOCAL HEAT PERSISTENCE LEVEL AND VALUE 
This second step will measure the persistence P of a point to retain heat and its 
resistance to losing its heat. Heat persistence is defined as an interval where the heat 
value on a node persists above a minimum threshold. It can be calculated by level or by 
value. By doing so, we apply persistent homology to extract significant subsets of the 
global mesh at different time intervals. 
3.3.1  Persistence Level 
Persistence levels are measured by instances of time where heat at a certain point 
is still higher than a threshold value µ. At the start, heat with a starting value λ is rapidly 
lost. Next, the heat will persist through a certain time frame (shown in red on Figure 










Figure 3.5: (a) Persistence level shown in red, (b) Persistence value (area) shown in red.  
3.3.2 Persistence Value 
Persistence values are measured by the incremental value of heat, until the time 
where heat drops lower than a threshold value µ. It can be computed as the integral of the 
heat function or the area below the heat curve (shown in red on Figure 3.5(b)): 




3.3.3 Threshold µ 
The threshold µ is determined by the mean of persistence values of the points set 
X at time tE : 
x = yz(5{)																																																									(3.9) 
where  5& is the reference time when the relative standard deviation (CV) of the collection 









The relative standard deviation reflects the distribution of persistence values 
around the mean value at certain point. We would like to find a point that the distribution 
is as discrete as possible, that is the zero derivative point of CV. As shown in Figure 3.6, 
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to find the peak point of CV, we need to find the maximum derivative of CV first by 
equation 3.11: 
5ÅÇk = ÉÑÖ	max	CV′(t)																																																(3.11) 
Then tE can be determined by equation 3.12: 
5& = 5ÅÇk + 	ÉÑÖ	min 	CV′(5 Oãåç
I ) 																																					(3.12) 
Figure 3.7 gives an example of the heat value curves of several points and the 
threshold µ found by above equations. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Standard deviation curve and relative standard deviation curve of a collection  
of points. 
3.4 PERSISTENCE CLUSTERING 
The third step is to cluster points of similar persistence. The cloud of points is 
divided into subsets that group adjacent nodes having similar heat values. Adjacency is 
determined from a connectivity matrix, which is a square matrix containing all nodes 
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with a 1 when nodes are connected and 0 otherwise. Similarity in persistence applies 
when 2 nodes exhibit a heat value within a defined similarity percentage. 
  
 
Figure 3.7: Example of a couple of heat value curves and the threshold µ found by  
equations. 
The clustering step is to predict a mass pattern and to prepare the potential shape 
output. Typically elongated features will have “rings” of points with similar heat values. 
To demonstrate, we illustrate the principle in Figure 3.8. The algorithm initiates 
clustering from the point retaining the most to dissipate heat. All points connected with 
heat values higher than the matching limit, would be clustered together. When low 
similarity percentage is computed, features would be completely detected with 
surrounding elements and noise components. The result shown in step (a) would not be 
representative of any real feature. As the similarity percentage is increased, elongated 
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rings in (b) (c) and (d) becomes more distinctive. It is worthwhile to note that the tip of 
the feature might converge into one heated cluster or get further separated depending on 
the feature profile.  
 
 
Figure 3.8 : As persistence similarity increases, clustering is refined (a) Low similarity,  
(b) Medium similarity, (c) Medium-high similarity, (d) High similarity. 
Figure 3.9 shows an example of applying this persistence clustering stage. Figure 
3.9(a) represents the neutral cloud of point of our test part. Figure 3.9(b) represents the 
clustering when a 70% similarity factor is applied. We can clearly note that the “tip” of 
features is identified. The overall most resistant areas constitute the tips of the parts. 
Figure 3.9(c) shows the split of clusters into more refined rings. Symmetrical tips and 
cross sections are noted to have uniform rings. Figure 3.9(d) shows a further split of the 




(a) Neutral                                                           (b) 70% Similarity 
 
	
 (c) 80% Similarity                                         (d) 90% Similarity 
Figure 3.9 : Example of persistence clustering. 
3.5 CLUSTER GRAPH 
The forth step is to transform the heat persistence clusters into a suitable 
representation for feature recognition. The heat persistence values describe the shape and 
location of the clusters in the part, but to be taken as a feature, the relationship between 
clusters also need to be included in the representation. As the example shown in Figure 
3.10, we select the cluster graph to depict the structure of a heat persistence clustering 
map. The cluster information and its graph will be input together to a recognition 
algorithm. Let the graph be G = (V, E), where V is a set of persistence clusters, E is the 
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corresponding edges between clusters. G is unlabeled, undirected and unweighted. The 
cluster set V is described by N×F attributes vector X, where N is the number of clusters 




Figure 3.10 : (a) clusters numbering and their average heat persistence values, (b) cluster 
graph at selected similarity. 
3.6 DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, we built a novel feature representation scheme for feature 
recognition. The heat persistence value can describe both the topology and geometry 
characteristics of a 3D model. Using the similarity clustering technique, the heat 
persistence map is simplified into attributed graph, which can be easily vectorized for 
numerical computation. Moreover, the discreteness and variability of clusters guarantee 
the representation unambiguity.  For all of these advantages, we believe it is a promising 
input representation for artificial neural networks. 
In conventional representation schemes, the features are explicitly defined as a set 
of connected faces having certain classifiable characteristic of topology and geometry. 
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Each feature class has a unique definition involving topological characteristics like 
number of faces, edges, vertices and their connectivity relationship, and geometric 
characteristic such as edge convexity, face type, normal directions and geometric 
constraints. Meanwhile, for feature recognition and application scenario, there could be 
topology or geometry variations. For instance, the same planar surfaces could be 
composed by different number of faces and vertices. A slot feature can have different 
shapes of bottom, such as T-slot, V-slot, dovetail slot, etc. 
These variations of topology and geometry make feature recognition methods and 
its library hard to be robust and expendable. In contrast, the cluster graph goes beyond 
individual geometric entities, transforms the whole part into a shape signature. Besides 
identifiability, heat persistence signature also has other advantages like translation, 
rotation and scale invariance. As illustrated above, the features are implicitly described 
by cluster graphs and the heat persistence values. Using the ANN’s abilities of regression 
and classification, a feature recognition approach based on heat persistence signature is 
possible to overcome these conventional difficulties. 
 However, there are still challenging problems to be solved for successfully 
building a feature recognition system. The most critical one is how to extract underlying 
patterns encoded in a cluster graph for classification. Although graph is a concise 
structure representation, it lacks the spatial dependence properties such as spatial location 
and dimension, so that it can’t be directly utilized by convolutional neural networks, 
which are typically designed for image-like inputs. In the next chapter, we are going to 
discuss a solution on basis of node embedding.
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CHAPTER 4 
FEATURE RECOGNITION BASED ON 2D CONVOLUTIONAL 
NEURAL NETWORK
Convolutional Neural Network is a special kind of multi-layer feedforward neural 
network. It offers an efficient architecture to learn patterns and features from input 
datasets. As reviewed in chapter 2, there have been a lot of attempts at developing 
artificial neural network based feature recognition systems. The major advantages that 
attract interest for employing neural networks in feature recognition are capability of 
learning by examples and robustness to exceptions and incomplete input patterns. 
A conventional feature recognition method extracts a collection of surfaces or 
volumes from the original part as a potential feature, and then matches it with a pre-
specified set of rules or templates. It is executed sequentially and logically according to 
the designed algorithms. In comparison, ANNs do not implement any logical operations 
explicitly. However, by performing only simple arithmetic operations, they can derive 
many kinds of knowledge or discover regularities through training with input patterns 
that are difficult to describe adequately with knowledge-based systems.  
Building an input representation scheme is the most important part of employing 
ANN in feature recognition. Shape features are characterized by both topological and 
geometrical information derived from the CAD model, while neural networks typically 
use numerical values as input. Therefore, this raises the problem of how to convert a solid 
model to a suitable input representation for neural network, since simple numerical inputs 
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are not always sufficient to represent geometrical and topological data stored in CAD 
models. 
4.1 FEATURE SELECTION 
As mentioned in section 2.3, there are numerous feature classification schemes 
based on the specific needs and interest of the researchers, but manufacturing feature is 
the most common objective. In this research, we aim to prove the feasibility of the heat 
kernel signature based feature recognition method, so we select a set of ten primitive 
machining features by reference to ISO STEP-AP 224 for university. However, as a 
matter of fact, the selection of feature classes is independent of building the recognition 
framework. Under the same framework, the feature family can be easily extended to 
some secondary features, such as through pocket, T-slot, tapered hole and so on. 
Ideally, the training dataset should be collected from real industrial parts, but the 
machine learning method usually needs a large number of training samples to ensure the 
accuracy and robustness, so we choose to generate these features by scripts. As shown in 
Figure 4.1 :, the negative features lay in a cubic raw stock with 100 mm side length, and 
the positive features are placed on a plate with 10 mm thick, 100 mm length and width. 
The size and position of each feature are randomly set in a specific range. For example, a 
pocket feature is decided by five random parameters: width, length, depth, left margin 
and front margin. It should be noted that the heat kernel signature is invariant to 
translation, rotation and scale. Therefore, the raw stock is fixed to origin and all faces are 







Figure 4.1 : A list of 10 isolated features selected in our research, and the range of their dimensions. 
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The 3D models used for feature representation are created by a CAD modeling 
software called FreeCAD (Riegel 2018). And the neutral output format of FreeCAD files 
we select for our recognizer is *.step (IOS STEP 10303). As shown in Figure 4.2, the 
geometric and topological information in a *.step file can be read hierarchically. Then 
these B-Rep models need to be tessellated for heat kernel signature computation. In order 
to ensure the correspondence between the CAD models’ B-Rep representation and 
meshes points, we created the meshes using a mesh generator named Triangle (Shewchuk 
1996) instead of using traditional CAD software. 
4.2 FEATURE EXTRACTION 
In this research, the features are represented by a set of connected faces, which 
can be generated by material removing process. Therefore, before we get the cluster 
graph as the input to the neural network, the features need to be extracted from the raw 
stock first. Although we introduced a novel feature extraction method based on heat 
kernel signature in (Harik 2017), its disadvantage of computational complexity hinders 
the application to a large amount of feature database. Considering all of our target 
features are simple features, we adapt a hint-based feature extraction method on the basis 
of Fu’s work (Fu 2003).  
Hint-based feature extraction method is an effective way to identify surface 
features that are of interest. The concept of hint can be defined as a pattern in the part 
boundary that provides a trace for searching the existence of certain features. Here we 
utilize the characteristics of edge loops as hint to identify form features. An edge loop is a 
set of connected edges that forms the boundary of a surface. As shown in Figure 4.3, an 
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external loop is the exterior boundary, while the internal loop is inside of the face and 
surrounding a depression or protrusion. 
 
	
Figure 4.2: The data structure of a STEP file. Orange box carries topology information;  
green box contains geometry information. 
In general, the features are extracted by the following steps: 
1. Read the geometry and topology entities from the generated STEP file, 
including vertices, edges, boundary loops and faces of the solid model. 
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2. Identify the hierarchical and adjacent relationship between geometry entities. 
3. Identify the face type (internal or external) and the loop type (inner, outer and 
hybrid). 
4. Search the feature by using the inner loop or hybrid loop in external face as 
hints. 
5. Extract the feature by collecting the faces that are directly or indirectly 
connected to the hint loop. 
6. Classify the feature into negative or positive by identifying the convexity 
(concave, convex and hybrid) of its entrance loop. 
 
	
Figure 4.3: Internal loop and external loop. 
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4.3 FEATURE IDENTIFICATION 
4.3.1 Graph Learning 
Graphs are a powerful data structure that extensively used to model structured 
data within computer science and related fields. In this research, our basic idea is to 
frame 3D model recognition as graph-based learning problem. Specifically, we aim to 
build a machine learning framework that can learn a function to be used for classifying 
unknown shape features using a collection of sample graphs.  
The key of graph learning is how to convert the discrete graph structures into 
informative and learnable features that can support effective classification. However, 
neural networks are typically designed for input data structure with meaningful or 
consistent order. For example, images are composed of pixels that are aligned by the 
spatial coordinates. Nevertheless, graphs do not have such underlying spatial structure 
and the spatial dependence features. They and their adjacency matrices are irregular, no-
Euclidean, not associated with spatial position and the notion of Euclidean distance. 
Hence, generalizing neural network to graphs is a challenging problem. 
In order to transform the graphs into ordered tensor representations for neural 
network, the first step is determining the node sequences to make sure that nodes with 
similar structural roles in the graphs are positioned similarly in their tensor 
representations. Then the tensors are assembled and normalized so that their structural 
information can be comparable. At last, the normalized tensors can serve as receptive 
fields of a convolutional neural network. 
In our research, heat persistence signature is an efficient node attribute that can be 
used for the arrangement of node sequence. It is directly based on the Gaussian curvature 
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of a surface, and is also closely related to diffusion maps and diffusion distances (Sun 
2009), which means it represents both the shape and relative position of a vertex. 
Therefore, it provides a consistent pattern for the node sequences. In the following 
machine learning framework, we arrange the graph nodes in order of descending heat 
persistence value. 
4.3.2 Graph Node Embedding 
We formulate our graph learning problem as: let G = (V, E) be a given cluster 
graph, it is undirected, unweighted without self-loops. Each graph can be represented by 
a !×! adjacency matrix A, where n is the number of nodes(clusters). It is binary and 
symmetric. Moreover, we define a n×2 column vector X to denote the node attributes: 
heat persistent value and quantity proportion of vertices. X will be used as extra feature 
channel to be normalized and compressed with the node embedding. Finally, each graph 
G in the training dataset has a corresponding label that can be used for learning a model 
to predict the class of an unseen graph. 
The goal of node embedding is to project A and X into low-dimensional vectors 
that summarize the structure and feature information contained in them. In the node 
embedding space, the Euclidean distance between two points should be proportional to 
the similarity of graph structure role of the corresponding graph nodes (Tixier 2018). 
The problem of node embedding can be taken as a machine learning task 
independently. Novd2vec (Grover 2016) is a neutral representation learning framework. 
It can learn a mapping of nodes as points to a low-dimensional vector space. The basic 
idea of learning is to optimize this mapping by minimizing the information loss between 
geometric relationships in the learned space and the structure of the original graph 
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(Hamilton 2017). After we obtain the embedding vectors, in order to get fixed length 
input vectors for downstream graph learning task, we use principal component analysis 
(PCA) to reduce the dimensions of the learned embedding. 
The last step is to transform PCA node embedding into an image-like histogram. 
To mimic the schema of CNNs on images, we project every two columns of the PCA 
node embedding to 2D plane and turn the projections into a square and number fixed 2D 
grids, where each grid is associated with a number indicating how many nodes locate in 
the grid. Figure 4.4 illustrates the process of node embedding visually. In Figure 4.4 
(a)&(b)&(c), the nodes are colored with respect to heat persistence value. 
 
	
Figure 4.4: Process of node embedding: (a) heat persistence clusters, (b) cluster graph, 
(c) sliced embedding vectors by Node2vec, (d) 2D histogram of embedding. 
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4.3.3 2D CNN Configuration 
Technically, our node embedding can be input to any CNNs that are suitable for 
images. In this chapter, we adopted the same convolution architecture as (Tixier 2018), 
because it is known to be able to provide state of art results. It is basically a LeNet-5 
(LeCun 1998) with four parallel convolutional-pooling blocks followed by a fully 
connected layer with 128 units. A softmax layer was added at the end to output the 
prediction of feature classes. The ReLU activation function was used, and regularization 
is achieved by a dropout rate of 0.3.  
A standard 10-fold cross-validation was used and repeated each fold 3 times in all 
of the experiments. The dataset was shuffled into a 90-10 split of the training-validation 
subsets for each fold. Batch size was set to 32, and the learning rate and number of 
training epochs was optimized by Adam on each fold. The learning model was 
implemented in Python3.6 using Keras Library with tensorflow backend. All experiments 
were run on the same machine with an Intel 4th generation Core i7 2.2 GHz CPU with 16 
GB of RAM and a NVidia GTX 970 GPU.  
4.3.4 Parameters 
First of all, we conducted experiments on datasets with different number of 
samples, and the validation accuracy was improved as we increased the number. Finally, 
we picked the number 5,000 for each feature class to balance between the good results 
and computational expense. Therefore, our entire dataset consists of 10 features and 
50,000 models. 
Before we gave the final results of feature recognition, we tuned the parameters of 
input pre-processing to find out their impacts on the classification results.  When a target 
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parameter was being tested, all other parameters shared the same setting. The 
performance comparison between different values of parameter were based on the 
validation accuracy of trained CNN model. In addition, the tuning experiments are only 
employed on negative features for simplicity.   
Mesh size: in our experiments, the mesh size was uniform for every model to 
make sure the heat persistence signatures are most comparable. The computational time 
cost of HKS and storage cost of models depend on the number of vertices in the mesh 
model. In the initial experiments, the mesh size was set at 1mm, the number of vertices in 
a single model roughly range from 20,000 to 50,000. The size of 1mm gives a good mesh 
resolution and ensures that features with small dimension have enough number of clusters 
to represent the shape, and that the computational cost is acceptable. Theoretically, when 
our trained model is applied to parts with large dimensions, the mesh size can be 
proportionally increased to guarantee a fast recognition.  
Similarity of persistence clustering: we use the percentage similarity to control 
the number of clusters in a single feature. We tend to let the models in the same feature 
class have similar number of clusters, but the clustering process is stochastic. Therefore, 
we set a minimum similarity and minimum number of clusters for the clustering process. 
The minimum similarity ensures the features with large dimension can have a good 
resolution of clusters to represent the shape, while the minimum cluster number 
guarantees the features with small size having sufficient clusters for node embedding 
vectors. 
 If the clustering results do not satisfy the requirement of minimum cluster 
number, the similarity will be increased by a small number and redo the clustering. We 
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tried 3 pairs of minimum similarity and cluster number: [85%, 10], [90%, 15], [95%, 20]. 
From the results listed in Figure 4.5, we can clearly conclude that more clusters get better 
results. However, it is worth to note that, because of uniform mesh and dimension 
variations, it needs a high similarity percentage to get enough clusters for features with 
small size. Therefore, if we want more than 20 clusters for every model, we need to 
reduce the mesh size to have more vertices in the model. 
 
	
Figure 4.5: Validation accuracy with different sets of similarity requirements. 
Node2vec: the node2vec algorithm involves a number of parameters. We 
examined the conclusion of parameter performance in (Grover 2016). The number of 
features and the node’s neighborhood parameters (number of walks r, walk length l, and 
neighborhood size k) increasingly improve the performance. Therefore, we use the 
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recommended settings: d = 128, r = 10, l = 80, k = 10. For the in-out parameter p and the 
return parameter q, which controls the sampling strategy of random walk, we tested 
different sets of [p, q]: [4, 0.25], [2, 0.5], [1, 1], [0.5, 2], [0.25, 4], with all other 
parameters are the same. As we can see in Figure 4.6:, the parameter p and q have 
relatively low impacts on the results of validation accuracy. We speculated it was because 
the structure of cluster graphs is small, simple and stable. Therefore, we selected p = q = 
1 for the rest of our experiments. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Validation accuracy with different sets of in-out parameter p and the 
return parameter q. 
Number of histograms: the 2D histograms are produced by slicing every 2 
columns of the node embedding vectors as a single feature channel, so the maximum 
number of histograms is limited by the minimum number of graph nodes in the dataset. 
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Meanwhile, since the node embedding vectors are sorted by PCA, the information 
contained in the histograms is less and less.  The first channel is composed of heat 
persistence signature and the vertices number percentage. As shown in Figure 4.7, the 
first channel is the most informative one, it has sufficient information for classification. 
This proves that heat persistence is a great feature representation. For the rest of channels, 
which represents the structure of cluster graphs, they are beneficial to the classification, 
but it is not incremental. In general, experiment of 5 channels gave the best performance, 
but 2 channels also worked well and had less computation cost. Therefore, we would 
continue testing with different channels in subsequent experiments.  
 
 
Figure 4.7: Validation accuracy with different number of feature channels. 
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Histogram size: the size of histogram is decided by both of the size of histogram 
bins and the numeric range of the node embedding vectors. Furthermore, the size of bins 
is determined by how many intervals the numeric range are divided into. Therefore, we 
can use the size of bins to control the size of histogram. For example, if the vector values 
range from -2.9 to 2.6, and every single scale 1 is divided into 10 intervals, the histogram 
size is 55 × 55, since 2.6 − −2.9 ×10 = 55. Theoretically, the smaller the bins, the 
higher resolution of the histogram, and the more differentiable the features are. However, 
smaller bins make the receptive fields bigger, so that the patterns are more difficult to 
learn. Based on the results shown in Figure 4.8, we can conclude that 1/10 is the best 
choice of bin size. 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Validation accuracy with different bin size. 
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4.3.5 Results 
In the initial experiments, we tried to train the CNN model with a dataset 
including both of negative and positive features. However, as listed in Table 4.1, the 
result of ten features training together was not good as separated. By analyzing the 
distribution of validation loss shown in Figure 4.9, we can find the loss are mainly 
between boss and blind hole, pocket and protrusion. Because they are basically the same 
shape with different volumetric space, so that their heat kernel signature patterns are 
extremely similar. This can be considered as a limitation of heat kernel signature. 
However, differentiating negative and positive features can be easily achieved by 
identifying the concavity/convexity of their entrance loops in the feature extraction step. 
Figure 4.11 shows their convergence of loss function and accuracy with epochs. 
 
 














Figure 4.11: Convergence of loss and accuracy for both learning and validation. 
We experimented two independent 10-fold trainings of negative and positive 
features with the same parameter setting. As a preliminary research, the classification 
accuracy of our approach is very competitive. The distribution of validation loss is shown 
in Figure 4.10. For negative features, the biggest loss is between slot and step.  Because 
the heat persistence signature is invariant to rotation, and it doesn’t take consideration of 
number of geometry entities. Therefore, a step feature also can be viewed as a V-slot 
feature. For positive features, we can find that the confusions are mainly among pyramid, 





In this chapter, we have developed a CNN based feature recognition framework 
that operates on feature representations based on HKS. In order to implement CNNs to 
HKS feature representation, we adapted a node embedding method to transform the heat 
persistence clusters into 2D histograms. A dataset of CAD models including 50,000 
labeled samples is generated randomly by scripts for training the CNN models. The 
parameters involved in the preprocessing step were determined by experiments. The 
results have shown that our method has better performance than any existing ANN based 
approach. Besides, the results can be further improved with finer mesh quality. 
Compared with other types of feature recognition systems, our framework offers 
the advantage of learning and generalization. The feature library can be extended to any 
secondary features having topology variations without any need to reprogram the 
algorithm. For instance, in the out positive feature set, the cone and pyramid can be 
viewed as similar shape with different number of sides. The graph-based methods may 
have difficulties in differentiating the features in same class but having different topology. 
The volumetric decomposition methods can only recognize the simple volumetric 
features that compose the machining feature, while the engineering meaning of the whole 
feature is missing. For hint-based methods, the hints for the complex features are not easy 





RECOGNITION OF INTERACTING FEATURES 
Feature interaction is the most critical issue in the development of a new feature 
recognition method. It is the decisive factor that whether feature recognition technology 
can be applied to real industrial components. As reviewed in chapter 2, for those existing 
methods, feature interaction is still an open problem. The underlying difficulty is that 
feature interactions destroyed the indispensable boundaries that characterize a feature, 
such as edges and faces. However, for most feature recognition applications, explicit and 
unique feature descriptions in topology and geometry are necessary and intolerant to 
exceptions. 
As introduced before, our heat persistence cluster method describes a feature 
beyond the edges and faces. It is implicit and flexible. The distribution of clusters follows 
the shape variation. For example, on tip like shapes, the cluster wraps all the faces that 
compose the tip. On bar shapes, the clusters are like rings that circle these indispensable 
faces. When small parts of edges and faces are missing, the clusters they belong to might 
be still exist.  
Moreover, even when the topology of cluster graph is changed, the new edges that 
are created by interactions have different HKS patterns from the broken ones. These 
patterns can be traced to compensate the missing of original boundaries. Adding the 
robustness of ANNs to handle exceptions and incomplete input patterns, it is promising to 
recognize the primitive features in the interactions.
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5.1 HKS PATTERN 
After analyzing the feature interaction scenarios, we notice that the changing of 
HKS pattern is caused by the difference between new edges and the disappeared ones. 
For example, in Figure 5.2 (a), when the interaction of slot and pocket feature destroy 
part of a concave edge, a convex edge is created. There are also cases that the HKS 
pattern is not seriously changed by interaction. In that case, the new cluster graph is still a 
valid input for the CNN model of isolated features. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Original HKS pattern of pocket and slot feature. 
In Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, we take the interactions of pocket and slot features 
as an example to illustrate the effects of interaction on HKS pattern of faces. As shown in 
Figure 5.2, we summarized five typical types of HKS variations. In the examples, we 
looked into the effects of interactions on faces. If we focus on edges, there are only two 




Figure 5.2: The effect of feature interaction on HKS pattern. 
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tip-like shape will still appear. We didn’t list face merge examples, because they can be 
classified into type 1, and we will split the merged face in the feature extraction step 
anyway. 
From the change of the face’s HKS pattern, we can visually prove that the HKS 
characterizes not only the vertex or face themselves but also the surrounding shapes. 
Moreover, these changes are decided by the mode of interactions. For instance, when part 
of a concave edge is missing, a convex edge is created, it will be Figure 5.2 (a) (c) (e): the 
HKS pattern of new edges is symmetric and low. When a convex edge is missing, a pair 
of convex tips appears, it will look like the top of Figure 5.2 (g) (h): the HKS pattern of 
new tips or edges is symmetric and high. In Figure 5.2 (b) (d) (f), the new edges are due 
to the both missing of a convex edge and a concave one. The HKS pattern of new edges 
is asymmetric: from low to high or from high to low. 
5.2 FEATURE SELECTION 
In this research, we only use the interactions between two negative features to 
validate our idea. On one hand, the negative features are more common and diverse. All 
five positive features have only one entrance face. The interactions of positive features 
are simpler than the negative ones. The better classification accuracy of positive features 
evidenced this. On the other hand, positive and negative features are similar shapes but 
with different volumetric space. In feature interactions, all primitive features only have 
three types of defects: edge missing, hole in the face, and feature split. Moreover, in 
consideration of the multiple ways of feature interaction, we need a large amount of 
dataset for the training. If we take all of the ten features above, there are 55 pairs of 
interaction between two features. Then if we generate 10,000 samples for each case, the 
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total number of decomposed primitive features is 1.1 million. It will take months to do 
the computation of HKS clusters and graph learning.  
In Figure 5.3, we listed all the 15 pairs of feature interaction that we used for 
experiments. The size and location of each primitive feature are selected randomly and 
independently in same range as isolated features. The models without interactions are 
removed to ensure enough samples of feature interaction. For each pair of features, there 
could be four types of relationship: touch, cross, intersect, and within. 
5.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Our hypothesis is that HKS make it possible to recognize incomplete features by 
artificial neural network. Therefore, before the graph learning, we need to extract and 
decompose the interacting feature into primitive features first. In the following steps, the 
geometric reasoning to decompose interacting features is described. 
1. The first step is to extract the interacting feature entirely from the raw stock following 
the steps in section 4.2. 
2. The second step is to identify cylindrical faces from the face collection of an 
interacting features. If it has more than one entrance face, it is a through hole, 
otherwise it is a blind hole. If it is a blind hole, the faces connected to the bottom of 
the cylindrical face are combined as bottom surface of the blind hole. The “bottom” 
of a cylindrical face is determined by the distance between entrance face and the 
target face or edge. 
3. The next step is to identify bottom surface from the rest faces in the collection. Then 
check the adjacent faces of the bottom surface, if it has two adjacent faces that are 






Figure 5.3: 15 pairs of feature interaction between negative features.
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feature. If it has no entrance face in the adjacent faces, it is the bottom of a pocket 
feature, otherwise it is the bottom of a slot feature. 
4. Then we use the bottom surfaces as core to reconstruct the primitive features. Angles 
between a bottom face and its adjacent faces are determined by cross product of face 
normal directions. If there is a concave edge, the corresponding adjacent face is added 
to the face collection of target feature. 
5. The final step is to combine split features. Primitive features might be split if they 
cross each other. Instead of recognizing features separately, we combine them 
together as a single input. If the number of decomposed features from an interacting 
feature is larger than two, the features in same primitive class are examined for 
combination. If their bottom surfaces are on the same plane, and they have one (step 
feature) or two (slot and pocket feature) wall face on the same plane, they are 
combined a single decomposed feature. 
5.3 RESULTS 
For the dataset of interacting features, we still selected the number of 5,000 for 
each set of feature interaction. Hence, we obtained totally 150,000 samples of five 
decomposed features. Considering the large variations in the feature interactions, this 
dataset is not extraordinary, but sufficient to validate our idea. In future works, we will 
conduct experiments on larger dataset with more complicated interactions. 
In the initial experiment, we attempted to classify the decomposed features with 
the CNN model trained with isolated features. The average accuracy of entire interacting 
feature dataset is 52.36%. The individual accuracy of five decomposed features is slot 
81.09%, step 33.27%, pocket 51.30%, through hole 62.10%, blind hole 34.05%. From 
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these numbers, we can conclude that the CNN model of isolated features is not able to 
identify the patterns of decomposed features. However, the results are still better than 
randomly guessing, assumingly because some decomposed features have the similar HKS 
pattern as the isolated ones. 
To recognize interacting features, there could be two options: 1. First attempts to 
classify all extracted features with CNN models for isolated features. If the probability of 
classification is not good enough, it will be classified again by another CNN model, 
which is specifically trained by decomposed interacting features. 2. Using a single CNN 
model that trained for both interacting features and isolated features to classify the 
extracted features. Ideally, the latter might be better choice, since the isolated features 
could serve as an intermedia among different types of feature interactions. Therefore, we 
employed two different training experiments, one is only using the 150,000 decomposed 
interacting features, the other is combined with 50,000 isolated features (10,000 for each 
feature). As listed in Table 6.1, the results of two datasets are almost the same. Therefore, 
we may conclude that the number of decomposed interacting features that have the 
similar HKS pattern as isolated features is sufficient for learning. 
Table 6.1: Average validation accuracy of 10-fold 3-repeats training on dataset of  











Figure 5. 5: Distribution of validation loss for the dataset of combining decomposed 
interacting features and isolated features. 
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Figure 5. 4 and Figure 5. 5 demonstrate the distribution of validation loss for the 
corresponding training. Comparing with Figure 4.10, it can be observed that the 
distributions of wrong predictions for interacting features are similar to the loss 
distributions of isolated features’ training. The confusions are still mostly among similar 
shapes. Therefore, it is logical to conclude that the feature representation based on HKS 
is well capable of handling boundary loss of interacting features. Furthermore, the 
performance of interacting features recognition might be improved by the same way as 
recognition of isolated features, such as finer mesh and better CNN structure. Figure 5. 6 
shows their convergence of loss function and accuracy with epochs. 
 
 
Figure 5. 6Convergence of loss and accuracy for both learning and validation. 
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5.4 CASE STUDY 
In order to demonstrate the general applicability of the proposed recognition 
framework, we applied it on several example parts from NIST (National Institute of 
Standards and Technology) design repository. They are composed of slots, steps, through 
holes and blind holes. Most of these features interact with others and the rest few are 
isolated. To display the robustness of our framework, we did not modify these models, 
even though they contain round edges and interactions of multiple features that are not 
covered by the training dataset. The STEP files were downloaded and processed by the 
same framework as introduced in previous sections. Then the decomposed features are 
classified by the CNN models trained by the dataset including both interacting and 
isolated features. 
The results are shown in Figure 5. 7. The prototype system successfully 
recognized all isolated features and most of interacting features. The total classification 
accuracy is 96.88%(62/64). Most of the incorrect cases are interactions of three or more 
features, which are not covered in the training dataset. To be specific, in  Figure 5. 7 (d), 
a step feature having three holes was not correctly identified. For  Figure 5. 7 (e), the 
classification of the blind hole interacting with nine other holes was failed. These 
exceptions can be addressed by extending the range of considered interaction types of 
multiple features.  The proposed CNN-based feature recognition framework could easily 











In this chapter, we verified the capability of our feature recognition framework to 
handle feature interactions. The HKS pattern of interacting features are discussed. A 
dataset including 15 pairs of interactions between two negative features was built for 
validating the method. The details of feature extraction and classification are presented.  
Our feature recognition framework is the first one that successfully recognize 
interacting features without recovering the missing geometric boundaries. The large scale 
of random sampled dataset verifies that it has great robustness to incomplete feature 
representations. The excellent accuracy of recognizing decomposed features also make 
our feature recognition framework outperform any existing methods. For instance, in 
most of the existing approaches, the geometric and topological variations especially the 
unseen ones often lead to unsuccessful recognition of the test cases. Nevertheless, feature 
interaction is still a difficult problem. Since the feature interactions may involve multiple 
features, the possible ways of interaction increase factorially with adding more features to 






MANUFACTURABILITY ANALYSIS FOR ADDITIVE 
MANUFACTURING USING FEATURE RECOGNITION TECHINIQUE 
 By processing materials in a layer by layer approach, the additive manufacturing 
(AM) process is useful for testing and prototyping or obtaining end-use products. This 
breakthrough in manufacturing technology makes the fabrication of complex shapes and 
intricate geometrical features possible and has the potential to significantly simplify the 
production of complex solid models directly from CAD data. It provides designers not 
only the freedom to their unruly imagination, but it also allows distributed and 
decentralized manufacturing and it is easier than tradition manufacturing to be run. 
Therefore, additive manufacturing technology is introduced to various fields such as 
industrial, scientific, education, medical, archaeological, artistic or daily use.  
The widespread development of additive manufacturing is also accompanied with 
an erroneous impression among non-experts that any model that can be designed in a 
CAD program can be fabricated using a 3D printer. However, although AM expands the 
geometric design space compared with conventional manufacturing, but it does not 
remove all manufacturing restrictions. Designers might be unaware of specific 
manufacturing restrictions or rules of additive manufacturing processes, which sometimes 
would cause “non-manufacturable” designs. This is a popular problem, which can be 
time-consuming and therefore costly, especially in cases where the designs were 
accomplished without professional design-for-additive-manufacturing training. In order 
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to minimize these type of problems and reduce the time consumption of design, an 
automated manufacturability analysis (MA) system is needed to provide designers with a 
preliminary tool classifying, based on available resources, their designs into 
manufacturable or unmanufacturable domains. Automated manufacturability analysis 
system for traditional processing technology started to develop rapidly since 1990s 
(Gupta 1997) and significant efforts have been made to integrate it into 
CAD/CAM/CAPP system such as UGS, PTC and Dassault (Molcho 2008). To aid with 
this, various manufacturability analysis or Design for Manufacturing methodologies have 
been developed including: neural network, fuzzy logic, agent-based systems, rule-based 
systems, object oriented techniques, analytical hierarchy processes and case-based 
reasoning. 
Along with the robust development of additive manufacturing technology, there 
have been many guidelines and research for the topic of Design for Additive 
manufacturing. However, hardly any attempt has been made to automated 
manufacturability analysis systems for additive manufacturing.  Existing software to 
analyze design models and generate input files for 3D printer mostly accompany a 
specific printer and intent to implement model cleanup, build direction optimization, and 
tool path generation (Nelaturi 2015). Although these software suites are able to deal with 
some types of geometric errors such as duplicate vertices, self-intersections, none of these 
tools can identify specific problems of solid models due to these feature restrictions. 
In this chapter, we propose a novel feature-based method for manufacturability 
analysis in AM by using Heat Kernel Signature to recognize the detailed information of 
design features. The chapter is organized as follows: A brief introduction of the 
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manufacturability problems with AM is given at the beginning; then, detailed 
descriptions of MA of traditional processing and AM is presented; next, related research 
about feature recognition is reviewed; followed by the overall proposed methodology in a 
step by step manner, and several example models are used to demonstrate effectiveness 
of our method to some key features; Finally, some closing remarks are made in the 
conclusion. 
6.1 BACKGROUND 
Feature recognition is a critical sub-discipline of CAD/CAM that focuses on the 
design and implementation of algorithms for detecting manufacturing information from 
the three-dimensional solid models produced by CAD systems (Han 2000). These three-
dimensional solid models provide the geometric and topological information of a 
component; however, it is not sufficient for the manufacturability analysis. To achieve 
this, the solid models need to be interpreted in terms of appropriate predefined features. 
Protrusions, holes, slots, pockets, ribs, bosses and grooves are typical examples of the 
features. The proposed method for such system is shown in Figure 6. 1. 
Generally, features are characteristics of functional interests on an object. 
According to different interests, they can be assigned to different disciplines. For 
designers, the features in solid models describe how the part is conceived. For machinists, 
the features should be able to capture how the part is processed.  Although these two 
methods are both based on topologic and geometric reasoning, it is difficult to translate 
CAD models into the manufacturing requirements. To connect design intent and 
manufacturing features, there are mainly two approaches: feature recognition and feature-
based design. Compared with the feature recognition, feature-based design has drawbacks 
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such as design constraints and complexity. For example, the most used design features 
are not manufacturing features. Meanwhile, considering the more and more powerful 




Figure 6. 1: Flowchart of the proposed feature recognition system. 
6.1.1 Feature Representation 
In the previous works, the application domain of feature recognition that received 
most attention is machining process. As shown in Figure 6. 2, a feature for machining can 
be typically defined into two categories (Han 2000): 
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1. Surface feature: a surface feature is a collection of boundary faces that can be 
created by machining operations. It is represented by a graph structure including 
the faces and their connecting edges. 
2. Volumetric feature: a volumetric feature is a removal volume swept by the 
cutting surfaces of machining process. It can be represented by the vertices, 
feature type, and feature volume augmented with surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 6. 2: Feature examples for machining operations (Han 2000). 
Obviously, volumetric feature is a more informative representation of the 
machining process than surface feature. From the additive manufacturing point of view, 
volumetric feature is still an effective method to define the manufacturing feature. But 
due to the opposite way of dealing with the material, the manufacturing feature for AM 
needs to be defined as the volume created or added by manufacturing process instead of 
removed. 
To be applicable to manufacturability analysis, manufacturing feature needs 
geometric information that can be used to parameterize the manufacturing operations. In 
our method, we use both CAD model and its 3D triangular mesh as input. It comprises 
the vertex coordinates and edge connections of a set of triangles. After the feature 
recognition process, we would know which face the vertices belong to, and which feature 
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the faces belong to. Then by analyzing the relative positions of these vertices, we can find 
the attributes of features, such as diameter, length, height, distance, area and volume. 
Thereafter, manufacturability analysis is based on the preset rules to this geometric 
dimensioning. 
Comparing to subtractive process, due to the gravity and layer-by-layer 
mechanism, one of the most obvious characteristic of manufacturability analysis for AM 
is that its constraints don’t include the tool approach direction and tool accessibility. 
Therefore, there is a reduced need to define feature into different types based on shape. In 
this research, all protrusions and pocket features are regarded as potential features, and 
after successful separation into one of these two, the geometrical constraints defined in 
section 6.2 will be examined. 
6.2 MANUFACTURABILITY ANALYSIS 
Manufacturability is defined as a property of a design that dictates whether or not 
the design can be validated in a given production environment. Manufacturability 
analysis is a process which involves analyzing the design for potential manufacturability 
problems and estimating its manufacturing cost (Gupta 1997). It may be regarded as a 
well-defined and specific subset of system engineering principles (Eskelinen 1999). In a 
given condition of design and manufacturing resource, the traditional manufacturability 
analysis can be detailed into following steps (Gupta 1997): 
1. Determine whether the design is manufacturable or not 
2. If the design is manufacturable, then determine its manufacturability evaluation 
and compare with other solutions 
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3. If the design is not manufacturable, then identify which design feature has 
manufacturability issues. 
It is evident that whether the manufacturability of a design is mostly determined 
by the geometric constraints imposed by manufacturing processes, and the purpose of 
manufacturability analysis is to minimize constraint violations in design (Gupta 1994). 
Also, it is important to note that manufacturability criteria are flexible and depend on 
different given production conditions. Detailing the first step of manufacturability 
analysis is the focus of this paper.  
6.2.1 Traditional Manufacturability Analysis 
Traditionally, manufacturability is one of the key aspects in product development 
to reduce the costs and time and ensure product competitiveness in the market. The 
translation of a conceptual design into a final product needs to be accomplished by 
repetitive iterations between design and manufacturability analysis of the product 
development life cycle (Gupta 1997). The designer uses experience and prototyping 
iterations to modify or redesign the products. Usually products and manufacturing 
systems are extremely complex and tough on a wide variety of challenging research issue, 
it is nearly impossible for a single designer to master all facets and their internal 
relationships. Therefore, an automated manufacturability analysis system can greatly 
improve the human weakness and expedite the iterations in the product development 
process. 
The development and implementation of manufacturability analysis system has 
been progressing rapidly over the last decades. For example, a manufacturability analysis 
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system for milling and drilling process described four basic rules for machining features 
(Jacquel 2016): 
1. Non-intrusion: Design feature should be producible without removing desired 
volume of the part. 
2. Presence: Design feature should contribute to at least one surface of the 
boundaries of the finished part. 
3. Accessibility: A negative feature should be accessible to a cutting tool, either 
directly from open space or indirectly through space created by another feature. 
4. Dimensional limits: These limits are imposed by material properties and 
machining environment. An example of the first is that thin wall features which 
can’t withstand the stress of cutting process. Example for second type is that holes 
are too deep or too small for drilling tools. 
6.2.2 Manufacturability Analysis for Additive Manufacturing 
Thanks to the “layer by layer” additive construction mechanism of additive 
manufacturing, designers are able to design parts with significantly complex geometries 
by using additive manufacturing process. Although additive manufacturing removes 
some common constraints for traditional manufacturing, such as tool approach directions 
and accessibility, there are still many manufacturing restrictions that need to be taken into 
consideration when designing parts for additive manufacturing. Instead, they are replaced 
by a different set, including but not limited to those related to CAD, the characteristics of 
additive manufacturing processes, the capabilities of additive manufacturing devices; 
material properties, surface finish, enclosed voids, life, costs and environmental 
requirements. In this paper, the most common restrictions related to characteristics of 
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additive manufacturing processes are researched, in other words, the restrictions caused 
by fused material, gravity and heat dissipation. 
Similar to traditional manufacturability analysis, it is reasonable to identify or 
describe these manufacturing restrictions and establish the design approaches considering 
these restrictions in the very early stages of the design phase to avoid the waste of 
resources. This paper will focus on the geometrical constraints, which are mainly due to 
unique characteristics of additive manufacturing processes, and identified as follows: 
1. Unsupported feature: For example, fused filament fabrication cannot extrude material 
above open air, so it requires external support structures for overhang, bridge and 
horizontal hole. Figure 6.3 shows these three types of unsupported feature, and the 
red arrows mark the decisive dimensions involved. 
  
 
Figure 6.3: Three types of unsupported feature: overhang, bridge and horizontal hole. 
2. Minimum feature size: In the additive manufacturing process, thin wall or small size 
structures are subject to significant thermal dissipation, which may cause various 
defects, such as un- melted powder inclusions, internal voids, cracks and shape 
irregularities. Therefore, it is necessary to specify a minimum dimension for thin wall 
and holes. Figure 6.4 (a) & (b) sketch simple examples for this problem. 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Hole diameter, (b) Wall thickness, (c) Aspect ratio. 
3. Maximum vertical aspect ratio: Fused filament fabrication feature cannot have a 
vertical aspect ratio exceeding a maximum value. Continual the recoating process will 
eventually result in the feature’s bending. As shown in Figure 6.4 (c), the aspect ratio 
is defined as the proportional relationship between feature’s height and width. 
4. Minimum spacing: In powder melting processes, if two surfaces are too close to each 
other, heat from one side may influence the properties of the other side. Therefore, it 
is necessary to specify a minimum spacing between two different surfaces.  Figure 6.5 
(a) gives two examples for the spacing between two different surfaces. 
5. Minimum self-supporting angle: For fused filament fabrication features, it is 
necessary to set a minimum inclination angle to ensure that angled faces will not 
collapse without support material. Figure 6.5 (b) shows a schematic demonstration of 
the angle. 
Taking the manufacturability constraints into consideration during design is an 
important part of the practice – Design for Additive Manufacturing. This topic is well 
defined and discussed extensively in literatures (Thompson 2016). All theories 
concerning Design for Additive Manufacturing can be generally classified in two 
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categories. One is AM-enabled design optimization method and the other is design for 
additive manufacturing methodologies. Both of these two categories have a conceptual 
CAD model input as the first step, and the second step is manufacturability analysis, 
which includes non-geometric analysis and geometric analysis. After that the designer 
can optimize or redesign the model for other requirements or details. 
 
 
Figure 6.5: (a) Spacing features between two different surfaces, (b) Self-supporting 
feature. 
These design for additive manufacturing systems are focusing on the design 
process, rules, guidelines, and methodologies. Most of them require human interference 
and knowledge to interpret and identify the design features. However, few researchers 
focused on tools for identifying design problems that require examination or providing 
model correction suggestions. In this chapter, an approach using feature recognition is 
introduced that can aid designers to improve their designs, save resources and expedite 
the design process. 
6.3 CASE STUDY 
In previous chapter, the workings of the proposed methodology to recognize 
shape features was discussed. Based on the successful recognition of features, detailed 
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information for the features can be extracted and some desired comparisons or visual 
displays can be displayed. In section 6.2 five types of manufacturability constraints were 
defined that need to be inspected before manufacturing. In order to validate feature 
recognition on these constraints, different sample parts were designed for visually 
demonstrating the results of the program. For all of these cases, the build direction is 
assumed along the z direction. 
1. Unsupported feature: As shown in Figure 6. 6, after feature recognition to the 
three different types of unsupported features, each one is sliced layer by layer in 
the longitude and latitude direction, which can be found by the singular value 
decomposition of the vertex distribution in the feature. Thereafter, by analyzing 
the shape and position of these cross-sections, the corresponding vertices are 
marked in red color in the last figure. 
 
 
Figure 6. 6: Three types of unsupported features. 
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2. Minimum feature size: In Figure 6. 7, multiple cylindrical protrusions in different 
length and diameters are built. After feature recognition, three orthogonal axes 
can be found for each feature by using singular value decomposition. Then the 
minimum dimension is calculated by projecting vertices to the third axis. 
 
 
Figure 6. 7: Cylindrical features with different heights and diameters 
3. Maximum vertical aspect ratio: In Figure 6. 8, cubic protrusions in different 
length, height, thickness are used for simple demonstration. After feature 
recognition, the minimum direction and measurement in XY plane can be found 
by singular value decomposition for each feature. Then the vertical aspect ratio is 
determined by comparing the height to the minimum measurement. In the last 






Figure 6. 8: Cubic features with different lengths, heights, and thicknesses 
4. Minimum spacing: In Figure 6. 9, multiple protrusions and pockets are created in 
different size and spacing distances. First, the center of each feature is found, so 
features can be divided into pairs that are closest to each other. Then by looping 
over all the vertices in features, the pairs of vertices with the minimum spacing 
between the two features are obtained. Finally, the faces which these vertices 
belong to are marked in red, and the features are shown in colors indicating the 
spacing distance in the last figure. 
5. Minimum self-supporting angle: In Figure 6. 10, three self-supporting features 
with different inclination angles are built. First, the longitude axes of each feature 
are found out by singular value decomposition. Then, by measuring the angle 
between axes and XY plane, the inclination angle of the feature is obtained. In the 






Figure 6. 9: Pairs of protrusions and pockets with different size and spacing distances 
 
 
Figure 6. 10: Self- supporting features with different inclination angles. 
6.4 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, a new feature recognition method using Heat Kernel Signature is 
validated for manufacturability analysis of additive manufacturing. Five key geometric 
constraints of AM processing are identified and reviewed. Several example part models 
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are designed to demonstrate the feasibility of applying the proposed method for key 
constraints identification. Future research goals are to incorporate more sophisticated 
examples to have more rigorous test, to continue to enhance our implementation to other 
restrictions of AM processing, and to extend our results and application to include more 





CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of this research was to use artificial intelligence technology to 
develop a feature recognition system that could overcome the drawbacks in this domain, 
such as lack of robustness, inability to learn, limited domain of features, algorithm 
complexity and feature interactions. Also, an application of feature recognition for 
automated manufacturability analysis in additive manufacturing was validated. Based on 
the objectives, this thesis has presented the development of a feature recognition 
framework based on 2D convolutional neural networks and a validation on 
manufacturability analysis in additive manufacturing. 
7.1 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION 
In order to build an outstanding feature recognition system, we start from 
developing a novel feature representation based on heat kernel signature. Different from 
conventional representation schemes, the heat persistence signature goes beyond 
geometric entities, describes both the topology and geometry characteristics of a shape 
features by a concise shape signature. Besides informative and unambiguity, it also has 
advantages like robustness of topology and geometry variations, invariance of translation, 
rotation and scale. The heat persistence signature also provides an opportunity for taking 
advantage of artificial intelligence technology.  
Using the technique of percentage similarity clustering, the heat persistence maps 
of CAD models are simplified into cluster graphs first. Thereafter, we successfully 
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framed the feature recognition as a graph learning problem. In order to transform the 
cluster graphs into informative and learnable input representations of convolutional 
neural network for effective classification, we use the node embedding method to project 
the cluster graphs and their heat persistence signatures into low-dimensional tensors. 
Then the tensors are assembled and normalized so that their structural information can be 
comparable. At last, the 2D histograms of tensors serve as receptive fields of a 
convolutional neural network. 
A large dataset of CAD models including isolated and interacting features is 
generated randomly by scripts for training the CNN models. The parameters involved in 
the preprocessing step were determined by experiments. The details of feature extraction 
and classification were presented.  
For isolated features, the results have shown that our method has better 
performance than any existing ANN based approaches. Compared with other types of 
feature recognition systems, our framework offers the advantage of learning and 
generalization. Taking advantages of artificial neural networks, the feature recognition 
algorithm developed in this research is independent of the features types. The feature 
library can be extended to any secondary features without any need to rebuild the 
algorithm. In the dataset of positive features, the cone and pyramid can be viewed as 
similar shape with different number of sides. Their excellent accuracy of classification 
demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to differentiate secondary features. 
The state-of-the-art performance for recognizing interacting features has been 
improved. Our feature recognition framework is the first one that successfully recognize 
decomposed features without recovering the missing geometric boundaries by 
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complicated and exclusive algorithms. The large dataset of random feature interactions 
proves that it has great robustness to all types of incomplete features. The excellent 
performance of recognizing decomposed features also make our feature recognition 
framework outperform any existing methods.  
On the base of the development of feature recognition system, an automated 
manufacturability analysis of additive manufacturing method is proposed. Five key 
geometric constraints of AM processing are identified and reviewed. Several example 
part models are designed to demonstrate the feasibility of applying the feature recognition 
for key constraints identification.  
7.2 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Although the proposed feature recognition method shows great achievements in 
overcoming the drawbacks of existing methods, there are several limitations and issues 
that need further investigation. Firstly, the heat kernel signature is invariant to rotation, so 
it cannot differentiate the features having the same shape but defined based on the 
direction, such as V-slot and step. Similarly, since HKS only represents surfaces, it also 
has difficulties to make a distinction between features with the same shape but defined in 
different volume spaces, just like pocket and protrusion. Therefore, sometimes we need 
additional mechanisms to ensure accurate recognition. For instance, we adopt the 
geometric reasoning (inner loop) to differentiate negative and positive features. 
Secondly, HKS is computed based on the discretized mesh vertices. Therefore, in 
order to fully describe the surface, it requires sufficient number of vertices. Since we use 
uniform mesh method to tessellate the solid model, if there is a small surface in the model, 
either it can’t be well represented by HKS, or the mesh size has to be very small. It has 
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been proven that finer meshes has better accuracy, but it takes more computational cost. 
The other possible solution is to use ununiformed mesh and add cluster area to the node 
attributes. 
Thirdly, the design of our convolutional neural networks is preliminary. It is a 
classical structure designed for recognizing hand-writing numbers. Therefore, it is 
possible to improve the performance of our feature recognition framework using the 
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. 
Fourthly, there is still large room for improving the solution of the feature 
interaction problem. It has been proved that HKS is capable to handle the boundary loss 
of feature interactions, but the CNN model is trained by simple interacting samples 
between two negative features. Following this training method, in order to be more 
comprehensive, it needs to incorporate more complex interactions of multiple features, 
which could make the training cost unacceptable. However, since the HKS deals with the 
interactions at vertex level, we can build the training dataset by directly removing the 
vertices in mesh models instead of cutting by another feature. 
Fifthly, the given demonstrations of manufacturability analysis of additive 
manufacturing are plain. Because typical additive manufacturing models are too complex 
for current development of feature recognition methods. Especially, the AM models are 
full of freeform features, which lack research attention. Comparing with traditional 
feature representations based on faces, HKS is promising in representing freeform 
features. Therefore, we are very interested in building a freeform features recognition 
approach in future works. 
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In summary, the future research goal is to build a more complete feature 
recognition system with a hierarchical structure to support multiple feature definitions. 
For instance, at the top level, the features can be classified as primitive features as we 
defined in chapter 4. At the lower level, features in the same primitive class can be 
identified based on the geometry variations, such as T-slot, V-slot, dovetail slot, etc. Also, 
incorporating the freeform features is very attractive to this domain. In addition, we 
intend to optimize our algorithms and CNN structure, have more sophisticated training 
datasets and more rigorous experiments, to continue to enhance our implementation to 
other restrictions of feature recognition, and to extend our results and application to 
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